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Most Anti—Gay
Acts Are in—
New York,

4
~~

San Francisco _

«"

NEW YORK (AP) — Anti—
Gay violence and harassment
increased nationwide by 2 per—
cent last year, according to sta—
tistics released Mar. 3.
The National Coalition of
Anti— Violence Programs said
there were 2,445 documented
cases of anti—Gay violence and
harassment last year in 14 ar—
eas of the country, including
New York, San Francisco and
Los Angeles.
The number of murders re—
lated to anti—Gay violence
dropped to 18 in 1997 from 27
in 1996, according to the re—
port.
New York City had the most
reports of anti—homosexual vio—
lence (658), followed by the
San Francisco Bay area (402)
and Los Angeles (350). More
than a third involved harass—
ment — verbal or by mail or
phone. About one—fifth in—
volved assault, and close to a
third intimidation.
E
The report is not considered
comprehensive because only 14
areas across the country track
such numbers. The results also
run counter to a general drop in
serious crime nationwide, the
report noted.
Christine Quinn, executive
director of the New York City
Gay and Lesbian Anti— Violence
Project,attributedtheincrease
w_inwiolence to publicity over the
_ February 1997 bombing of a
Lesbian bar in Atlanta and the
coming out of Ellen Morgan on ~
the television show Ellen.
Ellen DeGeneres, who portrays
%othecharacter, is herself a Les—
bian.
"Tragically, there appears to
be a direct correlation between
the community‘s heightened
visibility and an upsurge in vio—
lence," Quinn said.
Among the more brutal ex—
amples of harassment include a
Gay Chicago man who reported
a year‘s worth of violent as—
saults by an elderly neighbor.
‘One night, he said, she attacked
him with garden shears, cut him
22 times and yelled "die of
AIDS..."
:
Police response was indif—
ferent to hostile, the report
said, with officers once threat—
ening to arrest the victim if he
kept complaining. Eventually
the neighbor was charged with
misdemeanor assault.
The other 11 cities or areas
—the coalition tracked were:
California‘s central coast; Chi—
cago; Cleveland and Columbus,
Oh.; Washington, D.C.; De—
troit; El Paso, Tex.; Massachu—
setts; Phoenix; St. Louis; and
Virginia.
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Supreme Court Rules Sexual

Harassment

Covers Same—Sex Mistreatment

_

By Richard Carelli
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) — On—
the—job torment can be illegal
sexual harassment even when the
offender and victim are the same
sex, the Supreme Court said Mar.
4 in a decision that could touch vir—
tually every American workplace.
The court said same—sex harass—
ment can violate a federal anti—dis—
crimination law as it. voted
unanimously to revive a Louisiana
lawsuit closely watched by the
nation‘s employers and Gay—rights
groups.
In that lawsuit, a man alleged he
was sexually harassed by three
other men while working on a Gulf
of Mexico oil rig.
The decision provided impor—

tant new guidelines for resolving
sex—harassment claims, but plenty
of questions remain about the le—
gality of certain conduct in specific
employment settings.
"Common sense and an appro—
priate sensitivity to social context
will enable courts and juries to dis—
tinguish" between what is legal and
illegal, Justice Antonin Scalia
wrote for the court.
es
S
"We‘re very pleased with the
common sense standard the court
adopted," said Ann Reesman, a
lawyer for the Equal Employment
Advisory Council, an employers‘
group. "This adds some clarity."
Gay—rights advocates also
praised theruling. "Civil rights law
will no longer unfairly exclude
‘same—sex sexual harassment, and
this fact will benefit all American
workers," said Elizabeth Birch of
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the Human Rights Campaign.
The ruling allows victims of
homosexual harassment to get into
federal court even though Congress
never has said bias based on sexual
orientation is illegal.
Kathy Rodgers of the NOW
Legal Defense and Education Fund
said the ruling "once and for all
places sexual harassment law
squarely in the mainstream of anti—
discrimination law."
The term "harassment" does not
appear in the text of the anti—bias
law known as Title VII of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964. But the Su—
preme Court ruled in 1986 that
sexual harassment amounts to dis—
crimination if it creates a "hostile
environment" in the workplace.
In subsequent rulings, the jus—
tices said a hostile environment can
See Supreme Court on page 4
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Millenium

Maren on Washington

Touted for October 2000
and an organizer for over 30 years, we must
not erase our history. We have been work—
ing at all levels — city, state and national,
for decades. We have had state marches ( in
Californiawe had two, the first being as a
In the spring of 2000, our Lesbian, Gay,
result of the March on Washington.) We
bi—sexual and transgender community will
must continue to organize on the state level.
once again "March on Washington." This is
We must continue to keep the pressure on at
a crucial time in our history, and we need to
every level of government. To. March on the
have a National March. Although we have
States in 1999, and to follow this with a
received some cultural acceptance, and are
&
March on Washing—
finally recognized as a
ton in 2000 will be
community by the me—
very, very powerful.
dia, and certainly are
targeted by corpora—
VIEWPOINTS There is nothing as
moving as the vis—
tions as consumers, the
ibility of hundreds
plain and simple fact is
%
of thousands of us
we have no rights.
gathered together in Washington, and a na—
On the Federal level, we have not passed
tional march allows those who will not come
ENDA, and do not have the right to work.
out on a state level, to participate.
DOMA (the Defense of Marriage Act) is to
The last march was held after the presi—
stop us from marrying. James Hormel‘s con—
dential elections. That was too late. We re—
firmation as an ambassador is almost dead,
lied on the promises of political parties that
not because he isn‘t qualified, but because
were not kept. This time, we will show our
he‘s Gay. The "don‘t ask, don‘t tell" mili—
strength, our unity and our committment, and
tary policy has escalated the number of Gays
and Lesbians who are being forced out of our goals before the elections.
— Historically, in previous marches, orga—
the military. Because we have become more
nizations either did not want us to march (as
visible, violence against us has increased
in the first march in 1979, where we were
enormously.
told we would threaten the gains of our
Many organizations want to do state
movement and "drain the resources of our
marches in 1999. They feel that more work
community") or organizations came verylate
needs to be done to bolster statewide orga—
to the table (as in the second March in 1989,
nizations. I agree. But, as an older activist
by Robin Tyler, Executive Producer
Millennium March on Washington for
Equal Rights 2000
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where we were told a March on Washington
would "drain the resources of our commu—
nity"). Of course, we went through the battle
of "Don‘t March" in 1993 as it would con—
flict with our celebration of Stonewall in
1994 and also, "drain the resources of our
community." But we felt it was up to the
community to decide where to spend its
money. All three ##mes, despite being bat—
tered by the forces of our own people who
did not want us to have a national march, we
continued to organize successful marches on
Washington. These marches acted as rein—

given us tremendous coverage and recog—
nized us as a community.
But we are more than just a community.
And we are not the Gay "industry." We are
a movement, and movements, in order to sur—
vive and+>* , must move. We must mount
a successful statewide action in 1999 and we
must March on Washington in spring of
2000. We have received overwhelming sup—
port from grassroots members of our com—
munity who attended other marches on
Washington, or who have heard of them and
want to participate in the next one. UFMCC

opinions expressed in editorials,
commentaries and letters
are those of the authors.
forcing fuel to the life force of our move—
ment. They energized us foryears.
In 1979, 100,000 of us attended the first
march, and we wept as we embraced each
other by the Washington Monument, faced
theWhite House, and demanded our rights.
I emceed and line—produced the main stage.
The rally was heard over national radio. We
knew we had made history.
The second march (attendance 1 million)
gave birth to "The Quilt" and "The Wedding
Ceremony." The "Wedding Ceremony" was
very controversial within our own commu—
nity at that time. Little did we know that only
a decade later, we would fight for this to be—
come a reality for our community. I produced
the main stage rally and although television
and newspapers covered the march, both
Time and Newsweek did not. They said we
had not notified them in time. Today we have
"been on thecovers of Time and Newsweek.
By the third of March in 1993, we still
had no rights, but more and more people, in—
cluding famous personalities, were begin—
ningto come out. Melissa Ethridge, Martina
Navratalova, Sir Ian McCallen, the Indigo
Girls, as well as straight celebrity support—
ers such as Cybil Sheppard and Judith Light,
appeared on that stage. We honored those of
our community who had served and were
forced out of the military, and wept as the
mothér ofAlan Shindler (the young Gay man
who was murdered in the Navy) and one mil—
lion of us paid tribute to his memory. And
for the first time, CSPAN covered us, and
we were seen all over this nation, and on
CNN, all over the world. And once again,
we called for equal rights. I co—produced that
stage. Since that third march, the media has

and HRC came aboard immediately, and the
National Latino/a Lesbian & Gay Organiza—
tions have been unwaivering in their support.
This should not be a battle over state
marches vs. a national march. I presented a
financial plan to HRC and MCC that I be—
lieve will raise enough money not only to
cover the march, but to possibly raise money
for organizations who are fighting for our
rights on every level. This march will be tele—
vised nationally and all over the world, so
millions of people who cannot afford to par—
ticipate in any march, can be a part of this
great experience. We will put our children
on stage, and our parents, and show our di—
versity, and our unwavering commitment.
We will honor our youth and our elders. Our
courage, our will to live and our strength
through the struggle, while maintaining our
humor and our ability to love, have made us
extraordinary. We will not stop until we have
equal rights. This includes the right to work,
to live without violence, to marry, to keep
our children, to serve our country, to sup—
port our health issues and all of the other
benefits non—Gays have in this country. And
until that happens, like the Phoenix, against
all odds, we have and will continue to rise,
again and again, and to march on Washing=
ton, and to never stop the struggle until we
have full equality. We owe it to our future
generations.
_ We will do it with dignity and self—esteem
and love.
And we will win.
~
j
[See related story on page 14]
Robin Tyler can be reached by email:
robintyler@aol.com
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The storgl 0211133 and Big Edie Beale,
cousins to Jackie O. This 70s documentary
is a side you never saw at The Auction.
Mom and daughter argue over the past
they‘ve shared in their condemned Long
Island hermitage, sing songs offkey, wear
sweaters for skirts and towels for turbans.
The very deioimtlon of pathos camp.
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The Lost Lucy Episode, 22 mins.
Dir Thzm QVineleind
SE:
%
Lucy insists Ethel help her discover
their past lives with the aid of Dr. ;
Shirley‘s New Age guidebook and a
questionable dose of sleeping pills.
Remnants, 10 mins.
Dir. Nolan Shirley

—_

P
Remnants of a gay—bashing.
aturday,
:

April 18th, 8—11

(These videos will be repeated on Sunday,
1—4 p.m.)

p.m.

The Delta, 90 mins.
Dir. Ira Sachs
Homeboy Sachs filmed this indie
favorite locally. "Every inch a Deep
£
:
#
South drama," said the Village Voice,

R—r—riot Grandmas, 20 mins.
— Di
Patt
in Mary Patten
These ladies tend bar, eat meat, write porn,
defend imprisoned revolutionaries, get
arrested, rumble in the streets...
Live to Tell, 30 mins.
Dir. Charley Lang
The first gay prom in America.
(These videos preview Saturday, 1—4 p.m.)

j
ork:
19th,
Sunday, April
6—9 p.m.

j
_

Coalminer‘s Granddaughter, 90 mins.
Dir. Cecilia Dougherty
This hysterically funny epic about a brutally
realistic American family does for lesbians
what John Waters did for Baltimore.

}
Sponsored
Bliss Salon/ Dr. William

Castle,DDS/ Crossroads Bar/the
Memphis Flyer/Friends For Life
Aids Resource Center/One More
Bar/ the Triangle Journal/and TNT
Painti
ainting
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and Lesbian Community Center and the
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Judge Still

Bans Child from

By Zinie Chen
Associated Press Writer
RICHMOND, Va. (AP) —
A Lesbian who lost custody of
her son still won‘t be allowed
to visit with her child in the
presence of her lover, a judge
ruled Wednesday.
Henrico County Circuit
Judge Buford M. Parsons Jr.
lengthened the time Sharon
Bottoms can spend with 6—year—
old Tyler Doustou, but contin—
ued his ban on contact between
Tyler and April Wade. No ex—
planation was given in the two—
page order.
The Virginia Court of Ap—
peals in July ordered Parsons to
reconsider the visitation guide—
lines after ruling that he had
erred in barring any contact
between Tyler and Ms. Wade
solely because of Ms. Wade‘s
homosexuality.
a
"I don‘t see anything in the
order explaining the basisof the
ruling," said Donald K. Butler,

Ms. Bottoms‘ lawyer. "The rul—
ing is in essence the same ruling
that he made before."
In his modified visitation
rules, Parsons allowed Ms. Bot—
toms‘ visitation with Tyler to
start earlier on Christmas Day
and extended the summer visi—
tation to two weeks instead of
one.
e
Kent Willis, director of the
state chapter of the American
Civil Liberties Union, said Par—
sons‘ latest decision was an enor—
mous disappointment and "an
outright defiance of the Court of
Appeals‘ order."
"The Court of Appeals said
you cannot base the decision on
notallowing visits solely on the
fact that April is a Lesbian,"
Willis said.
In 1993, a juvenile court judge
awarded custody of Tyler to Ms.
Bottoms‘ mother, Kay Bottoms,
in a case closely watched by na—
tional Gay—rights groups. Par—
sons affirmed the decision, rul—
ing that Ms. Bottoms was an un—
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Contact with

Mother‘s Lesbian

fit mother because she and Ms. rules, Ms. Bottoms was ordered
Wade engaged in oral sex, a to restrict visits with Tyler to her
felony in Virginia.
home and forbid him any con—
The state appeals court re— tact with Ms. Wade.
versed the decision in 1994, but
"This is a judge who :.. has
a divided Virginia Supreme taken steps to prevent this fam—
Court reinstated it, rulingthat ily from being properly joined,"
growing up in a Gay household Willis said. "It‘s impossible to
could subject Tyler to "social determine what his rationale is."
condemnation."
.
Kay Bottoms‘ lawyer, Rich—
In subsequent court battles ard Ryder, said that his client
over custody and visitation —_didn‘t mind allowing her grand—

Lover

son to spend a few more days

with his mother.
f
‘"There‘s still no April Wade,
and that is what we were con—
cerned about," Ryder said. "We
don‘t care as long as April isn‘:
in the picture."
Sharon Bottoms has not de—
cided whether to appeal the or—
der, Willis said.

San Francisco Homeless Man Given
Awardfor Identifying Suspect

not"All
considerthishimself
astuff
hero. ain‘t
hero
needed," hisGillespie,
37,"I didn‘teven
said after
receiving
award..
think about what I was doing.

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
homeless man has been honored for
helping identify a suspect who al—
legedly beat to death a Gay man
IJusr
— outside a bar.
The San Francisco Board of _did it."
Mora has been charged Wllh
Supervisors gave awards Mar. 16
to Michael Gillespie and two po— murder in the Feb. 27 beating and
lice inspectors who apprehended was charged with a special en—
Edgar Mora of South San Fran—
cisco.
"This weekend, the city wit—
nessed and experienced a very
tragic act. (But) in a dark, dark act,
there was a little bit of human sun—
shine," Supervisor Tom Ammiano
said, referring to the three honor—
ees.
§
Gillespie, the humble homeless
man who helped police track the
suspect‘s getaway car, said he did

hancement for allegedly commit—
ting a hate crime.
Mora reportedly uttered anti—
Gay slurs before striking Brian
Wilmes, 45; who struck his head
on the concrete, lapsed into a coma
and— died the next day. Mora was
scheduled to be arraigned Mar. 17.
He also was charged with as—
sault in an attack on a homeless
man on Mar. 13, the district
attorney‘s office said.

j Supreme
Court
Continued from page 1
~come
about
not butonlyalsoby byovertly
sexual
behavior
"dis—
criminatory
intimidation,
ridicule
and
insult to. . alter
sufficiently
severe orof
pervasive
the
conditions
theScalia‘s
victim‘s employment."
seven—page
opinion
said,
"We
see
nojustification
. . for
asexcategorical
rule
excluding
same—
harassment
claims
from
thehe
coverage
of
Title
VII."
But
warned lowercourts aboutmistak—

ing "ordinary socializing in the
workplace — such as male—on—
male horseplay or intersexual flir—
tation — for discriminatory
conditions of employment."
All—circumstances must be con—
sidered, Scalia said and gave the
example of a football coach smack—
ing the fanny of a player who‘s
heading onto the field. Nothing il—
legal there, Scalia said, but that‘s
not necessarily the case when the
coach does the same thing to his
secretary, male or female.
He said concerns that Title VIH
will become "a general civility
code for the American workplace"
are misguided.
~ "That risk is no greater for
same—sex than for opposite—sex ha—
rassment, and is adequately met by
careful attention to the require—
ments of the statute," Scalia said.
He added: "Title VII does not:
prohibit all verbal or physical ha—
rassment in the workplace; it is di—
rected only at discrimination
because of sex," Scalia said. "The
critical issue ... is whether members
of one sex are exposed to disadvan—
tageous terms or conditions of em—
ployment to which members of the
other sex are not exposed."
In the Louisiana case, a federal
appeals court ruled as it threw out
Joseph Oncale‘s lawsuit that the
federal law never applies to same—
sex harassment.
His sexual—harassment claim

Send your
Free Personals
to Us
by E—mail!
TJNmemphis
@AOL.COM
~ telephone
(Pleaseinclude
your
number
verification.) for

Prosecutors said they did not
charge Mora with a hate—crime spe—
cial circumstance, an allegation
that could carry the death penalty.
The special charge can be used only
when a murder is motivated by ra—
cial hatred, not sexual orientation,
said spokesman John Shanley.
If he is convicted, the hate—en—
hancement clause could add three
years to Mora‘s prison time.
The inspectors, Henry Seto and
Allen Duncan, said they were glad
that an arrest was made quickly in
the case.
"It sends the message that. the
San Francisco Police Department
takes this type of crime very seri—
ously," Duncan said. "It‘s not go—
ing to be tolerated."

stemmed from four months of work
in 1991 as a roustabout assigned to
a Gulf of Mexico oil rig with
Sundowner Offshore Services.
wOncale‘s lawsuit. against
Sundowner and three men saidhe"__
was sexually assaulted, battered,
touched and threatened with rape
by his direct supervisor, John
Lyons, and a second supervisor,
Danny Pippen. Another defendant,
coworker Brandon Johnson, was
accused of assisting in one of the
alleged incidents.
;
Oncale, who now lives in a
small town near Baton Rouge, said
he: twice reported the situation to
his employer‘s highest—ranking
representative on the job site, but
no action was taken. He said he quit
because he feared the harassment
would escalate to rape. All three
men named as defendants por—
trayed their conduct as hazing or
locker—room horseplay.
f
The Supreme Court‘s decision
allows Oncale to take his lawsuit
to a jury but does not ensure his
ultimate victory.
Justice Clarence Thomas wrote
a one—paragraph statement in which
he said he joined the court ruling
because it made clear there must
be proof of "discrimination be—
cause of sex."
Thomas‘ 1991 Supreme Court
confirmation hearing was marked
by sensational allegations of sexual
harassment.
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Rights Groups Sue District Over Alleged Anti—
Gay Clubs Policy

SALT LAKE CITY (AP) — A
trio of civil rights groups sued the
Salt Lake School District Mar. 19
over its restrictions on student
clubs, sparking anew debate over
whether Gay students should be
allowed to form school—sanctioned
organizations.
The federal lawsuit, backed by
Gay—rights advocates and the
American Civil Liberties Union,
contends the district‘s 1996 deci—
sion that school clubs must be di—
rectly linked to the curriculum is
arbitrarily applied and unconstitu—
tional.
The complaint gives new life to
a controversy over Gay rights in
predominantly Mormon Utah‘s
public schools that has raged since
late 1995 when the East High Gay—
Straight Alliance tried to organize
as a sanctioned group.
:
As the district moved to thwart
Gay clubs by banning all "non—
curricular" campus organizations,
students walked out of classes by
the hundreds in protest. At one
point, the Utah Legislature consid—
ered doing away with all school
clubs in order to keep Gay stu—
dents from organizing on cam—

HAPPY

Relax

00

those

creased number of Gay—straight al—
liances throughout the country.
They now exist in the hundreds,"
said Kelli Evans of the ACLU‘s
San Francisco office. "We‘re
seeking to reinforce the impor—
tance of public education as a
marketplace of ideas."
The Equal Access Act, a bill
co—sponsored by Sen. Orrin Hatch,
R—Utah, that originally aimed to
protect student religious activities,
requires any public secondary
school accepting federal funds to
allow all school clubs equal access
to its facilities.
The lawsuit, which alsonames

as defendants District Superinten—
dent Darline Robles and Assistant
Superintendent Harold Trussel,
says the genesis of the dispute was
a previous Gay—straight alliance‘s
efforts to organize at East High in
December 1995.
Rather than grant permission,
the district‘s board voted Feb. 20,
1996, to prohibit all groups "not
directly related to the curriculum."
As a result, 46 previously rec—
ognized clubs were terminated. As
students protested, conservative
lawmakers and anti—Gay groups
charged the clubs were being used
to corrupt students and lure them
into Gay lifestyles.
Gay clubs were the topic of a

secret caucus of state senators dur— nology Education curriculum.
ing the 1996 Legislature, a meet—
She also noted the school board
ing that brought an ACLU lawsuit has "made possible for nonprofit
charging lawmakers had ‘violated organizations to rent school facili—
the state‘s open meetings act. A ties for a nominal charge."
year later the Senate settled, ad—
East High‘s current Gay—
mitting it broke the law and pay— Straight Alliance has been allowed
ing $10,000 in ACLU legal bills.
to meet after school hours under
"The 46 clubs that were de— that arrangement, but civil liber—
stroyed and the Gay—Straight Al— ties attorneys stressed Mar. 19
liance mattered," Fox said in a they still do not enjoy the privi—
statement to reporters at an after— leges extended to sanctioned clubs
noon news conference at ACLU — such as being able to use the
headquarters. "We are no longer school‘s bulletin boards and pub—
going to stand for these unjust lic—address system to announce
situations."
activities.
Barnes, a 16—year—old junior,
Carol Gnade, executive direc—
sat beside Fox, a 16—year—old tor of the ACLU‘s Utah office,
sophomore, but did not issue a said the decision to file suit came
statement. Neither of the girls after it became clear the district
would take questions.
had no intention of budging on its
The lawsuit attacked the policy. She also said civil rights
district‘s enforcement of the ban, attorneys delayed in hopes contro—
noting that it has allowed the Fu— versy over Gay clubs would sub—
ture Business Leaders of America side, and because they were
and Future Homemakers of concerned about possible retalia—
America as sanctioned clubs even tion against alliance members.
though they were not directly
The lawsuit also alleges the
linked to the curriculum.
district‘s policy violates both stu—
In a statement released late dents‘ rights to freedom of speech
Mar. 19, district spokeswoman and association, due process and
Sherri Clark defended the policy, equal protection. It seeks tempo—
saying that the State Office of rary and permanent injunctions
Education had specifically de— against the district‘s policy and
clared both the FBLA and FHA to payment of compensatory dam—
be part of Utah‘s Applied Tech— ages and legal fees.
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puses.
"This is the only case we know
of in the nation where a school has
actually taken the ax to many valu—
able non—curricular clubs just to
keep out an alliance of Gay and
straight students," said David
Buckel, a staff attorney for the
Lambda Legal Defense and Edu—
cation Fund in New York.
Lambda was joined by the
American Civil Liberties Union‘s
Utah and Northern California
chapters and the National Center
for Lesbian Rights in filing the
lawsuit on behalf of the East High
Gay—Straight Alliance.
The 23—page lawsuit, also filed
on behalf of East High students
and alliance members Ivy Fox and
Keysha Barnes, charges the
district‘s ban in practice did not
include all non—curricular clubs,
and thus violates the Equal Access
Act and the Constitution.
Along with the alliance, other
clubs affected by the ban range
from Young Republicans and
Young Democrats to numerous
ethnic and recreational clubs.
Even Students Against Drunk
Driving was cut in order to keep
out the alliance, the suit maintains.
"The attempt to form a Gay—
straight alliance is not unique to
Salt Lake. There‘s been an in—

By Bob Mims
Associated Press Writer
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Maine Governor Denounces Violence, Reaffirms Support for Gay Right
By Jerry Harkavy
Associated Press Writer
FALMOUTH, Maine (AP) —
Gov. Angus King denounced vio—
lence and reaffirmed his support of
Gay rights at a rally prompted by
concern about the recent beating of
a Gay doctor.
"Violence under any guise is
wrong," said King, who urged lead—
ers of the successful effort to re—
peal Maine‘s Gay rights law to send
their supporters the message that
‘the referendum outcome does not
pave the way for harassment of
homosexuals.
The governor pointed to the as—
sassination ofIsraeli Prime Minis—

ter Yitzhak Rabin two years ago as
an extreme example of the violence
that can take place when impres—
sionable followers act on what they
interpret as the beliefs of their lead—
ers.
"You cannot unleash these dark
forces and then disclaim responsi—
bility," said King, noting that there
has been a rash of reports of inci—
dents targeted at Gay people since
the referendum.
A standing—room crowd of
about 200 packed the Falmouth
Congregational Church for what
organizers billed as a community
speakout against fear and violence.
The Mar. 5 meeting was near the
spot where Dr. Charles Mitchell

was attacked while jogging. Al—
though police have found no evi—
dence that the daylight attack was
motivated by Mitchell‘ s sexual ori—
entation, the van he was driving
was decorated with Gay symbols
and investigators have not ruled out
the possibility that he was the tar—
get of a hate crime.
The Portland psychiatrist, who
suffered a concussion, facial inju—
ries and a broken jaw, didn‘t talk
about the beating. Instead, he fo—
cused on the importance of rearing
children so that they grow up to be
kind and tolerant, not filled with
hatred.
King said his commitment to a
Gay rights law in Maine remains

unchanged, although he believes
such legislation can only be passed
with a referendum held during a
general election.
The governor noted that 31 per—
cent of Maine‘s eligible voters
turned out for last month‘s vote and
51 percent of those voted in favor
of repeal. "Sixteen percent of the
eligible voters of Miane voted yes.
My friends, that is not a mandate,"
he said.
Urging that Gay rights support—
ers step up their efforts to educate
people on the issue, King cautioned
against overreacting to last month‘s
repeal.
"We can‘t hate back," he said.
"The people who voted ‘yes‘ are

not bad people."
Jonathan Lee, executive direc—
tor of the Maine Speakout Project
that helped organize the meeting,
said the attack on Mitchell — what—
ever its motivation — has stirred
deep fears in the Gay community.
"Many of us remember another
Charlie, Charlie Howard, who in
1984 in Bangor was thrown over a
bridge into the Kenduskeag River
and drowned by a group of teen—
age boys, simply because he was
Gay," Lee said.
Other speakers included former
Bath Iron Works President Buzz
Fitzgerald and members of the
clergy.

New Study Sheds Important Light on
Possible
Sexual

Biological

Origins of Female

Orientation

WASHINGTON — A new
study indicating possible physi—
ological differences between Les—
bians and heterosexual women
sheds important light on the origins
of sexual orientation, according to
the Human Rights Campaign, the
largest national Gay and Lesbian
political organization.
"This study adds to the grow—
ing body of research indicating
some probable biological origins
for sexual orientation," said Eliza—
beth Birch, HRC‘s executive di—
rector. "As always, we welcome
sound scientific research that helps
us better understand the various
factors that contribute to human
sexuality‘
"~
*‘ ‘The study, conducted by re—
*~ searchers at the University of
Texas, Austin, found that the inner
ear of Lesbians works more like
that of men. The difference was de—

Researchers suggested the dif—
tected using a test on the cochlea,
ference may be connected to expo—
a key sound amplifier in the inner
sure to low levels of male
ear.
hormones while in the womb. Such
The test measures a very slight
hormones are present in all preg—
sound that the cochlea makes when
nant women.
responding to a soft clicking in a
Other scientific research into
quiet room. The cochlea amplifier
is more sensitive in women than in — the origins of sexuality have looked
at differences between Gay and
men, which means women are bet—
straight males. They have found
ter able to detect very soft sounds
that two parts of the male brain are
in a quiet room.
different in Gay men and that some
The study showed Lesbians‘
genes differ between Gay and
click responses were significantly
straight men.
weaker than those of straight
The Human Rights Campaign,
women. The signal was weaker still
the largest national Lesbian and
for all males, both Gay and straight.
Gay political organization, with
Bisexual men and women were in
members throughout the country,
the middle.
effectively lobbies Congress, pro—
"While not conclusive, this
vides campaign support, and edu—
study is certainly significant,"
Birch said. "It is the first research ~cates the public to ensure that
Lesbian and Gay Americans can be
to show strong physiological evi—
open, honest and safe at home, at
dence for Lesbianism, and we are
work, and in the community.
eager to see if it can be replicated."

Hate Groups Taking Their Message To Internet
—By Eddie Pells
Associated Press Writer
MONTGOMERY, Ala. (AP) —
Hate groups are on the rise, boosted
by the Internet and white—power
rock music.
Ir its quarterly report on ex—
tremist organizations, the Southern
Poverty Law Center said Tuesday —
that it counted 474 hate groups na—
tionwide in 1997, a 20 percent in—
crease over 1996. Some of the
groups have Web pages.
"It‘s cheap, it‘s efficient, it gives
you instant communication,"
project director Joe Roy said. "You
can reach anywhere with it. It‘s a
great format to communicate, vent
your frustrations."
Among the groups cited in the
report was Detroit—based Resis—
tance Records, a company that dis—
tributes CDs with racially tinged
lyrics.
The report called Resistance
Records one of the more sophisti—

cated hate groups. "You look at
their magazine, the albums and
they‘re very professional," extrem—
ist—group expert Michael Barkun
said in the report.
Executives of the company
didn‘t immediately return calls for

comment.
The Southern Poverty Law Cen—
ter, founded in the 1970s to battle
discrimination against minorities,
won major legal fights against the
Ku Klux Klan and otherwhite su—
premacist groups.
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Ex—Policeman, Town Make

GLAAD‘s

Deal on Gay Firing Charge

Says

ALLENSTOWN, N.H. (AP)
— The town and former police of—
ficer Bruce Nadeau, who claimed
he was fired because he is Gay,
have reached an out—of—court settle—
ment.
In return for Nadeau‘s promise
to drop his lawsuit and not sue
Allenstown again, the town has
agreed to change his firing to a res—
ignation.
In his lawsuit, Nadeau had
asked Merrimack County Superior
Court to order his reinstatement as
a full—time officer and award him
back wages. Under terms of the
proposed settlement, Nadeau will
receive no money.
Biron Bedard, the town lawyer,
said details of the agreement are
still being worked out and must be
approved by a judge. But he said
the basic terms have been settled.
"I think it‘s a ‘good deal for the
town and for Bruce," he said.
Neither Nadeau nor his lawyer,
Roy McCandless, could be reached

Tucson,
Settle
From

for comment.
Police Chief Jim McGonigle
declined to comment.
Nadeau, a native of Allenstown,
was fired on Jan. 15, 1997.
McGonigle claimed he fired
Nadeau because he had violated
several police policies.
Specifically, he said Nadeau
failed to log a routine traffic stop,
communicated with another police
department without permission and
later lied to cover up the lapses.
Nadeau said his homosexuality
was the real reason for his firing
and requested a public hearing be—
fore town selectmen. The select—
men heard nearly nine hours of
testimony and, after five weeks of
deliberation, issued a 15—page de—
cision siding with the police depart—
ment.
E
é
Nadeau appealed that decision
to the court, saying the selectmen‘s
action was "illegal, unreasonable
and unsupported by the evidence."

Chastity

Ellen

LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Lesbian activist Chastity Bono
says the ABC—TV series Ellen is
too Gay.
"(Ellen) is so Gay it‘s ex—
cluding a large part of our soci—
ety. A lot of the stuff on it is
somewhat of an inside joke. It‘s
one thing to have a Gay lead
character, but it‘s another when
every episode deals with pretty
specific Gay issues," she told
Daily Variety in an interview
published Mar. 9.
Ms. Bono, the entertainment
media director of the Gay and
Lesbian Alliance Against Defa—
mation and last season a bit
player on Ellen, said creators of
the show need to slow down and
chart a more moderate path.
ABC sees Ellen as a betrayal,
the daughter of the late Sonny—
Bono and Cher said.
"Ellen (DeGeneres) has gone
in a totally different direction
than she said she would," Ms.
Bono said. "Originally, she said

Is

Too

Bono
Gay

&

primetime. When a show treats
Gay issues over and over again,
this wasn‘t going to be the Gay
it becomes ‘a Gay show,‘ and
Ellen Show, that every episode
the average viewer says, ‘Hey,
wasn‘t going to deal with Gay
I‘m not Gay — I‘m not going to
issues. But it pretty much has.
watch it.""
And this is something ABC
GLAAD executive director
hasn‘t been happy about."
Joan M. Garry said in a state—
During Women‘s Night ‘98
ment that Ms. Bono‘s comments
honors sponsored by the Los
were taken out of context and
Angeles Gay & Lesbian Center,
suggested she felt the program
DeGeneres said: "I came out on
was too Gay specific. The group
the show and in my life and the
feels the program transcends is—
network that aired it wanted me
sues of sexual orientation,
to go back in the closet.
~
may have won because GLAAD said.
"GLAAD recognizes that
we‘re not coming back and they
Ellen is a milestone for our
have the power to cancel us. But
community and of the contribu—
they can‘t cancel me. I am go—
tions she has made towards tele—
ing to be here, and I‘m going to
vision
programming
that
do as much as I can," the actress
accurately portray the lives of
told the Beverly Hilton Hotel
audience.
Lesbians and Gay men," Ms.
Garry said.
Ms. Bono, 29, sought to
A message for comment from
clarify her remarks by saying
ABC—TV spokeswoman Annie
she likes the show.
Fort wasn‘t returned.
"The show is not too Gay for
me," she said. "But we have to
be realistic. This is network

Police Officer

Lawsuit Stemming

Southern

Country

Firing

"personal reasons." It also prohib—
TUCSON, Ariz. (AP) — The
its the city from "any further at—
city has agreed to give $55,000 in
tempts to interfere with Hite‘s
back pay and legal fees to a police
Arizona Police Officer Certifica—
officer fired in 1996 for repeatedly
making anti—Gay remarks, a news— . tion" or telling prospective em—
ployers why he quit.
paper reported Mar. 4.
In return, Hite agreed to drop his
The agreement calls for Joseph
lawsuit against the city and with—
Hite to be reinstated and then re—
draw his appeal to the Civil Ser—
sign effective last Jan. 4, which
vice Commission to get his job
gives him an additional 18 months
back.
of city contributions toward his
The newspaper was unable to
~ police pension. The deal settles a
reach Hite or his attorney, Jeff
lawsuit by Hite and moves by him
Rogers.
to get his job back.
Police Chief Douglas Smith said
The Arizona DailyStar obtained
his department‘s only interest in the
a copy ofthe agreement through a
settlement is that Hite is still not a
public records request.

The agreement specifies that
Hite was not fired but resigned for
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~Tetter. ‘denied a request for the organization to have exhibit =
space at the annual conference.
In the letter, ACOG stated, "Your service would not ben—
efit or be of interest to the majority of our membership." _.
GLMA Board Member Dr. Jocelyn White said, "Lesbi—
ans don‘t often obtain gynecological services because they
fear encountering homophobia from their gynecologist, and
their health suffers because of this.
;
ACOG‘s mission is to educate its members about all
women‘s health issues, yet [the rejection] shows they are
willing to ignore the medical needs of millions of women.
Lesbian patients expect, and deserve, more."
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Grapple WithFreeSpeech Taste In Governing Computers:
By Victoria
posted
there?"
theattend
four; instead,
they wereclasses.
required through other members, but it does ence folder and three other com—
PressBrett
WriterAssociated whatIn gets
some
cases,
Burke
said,
uni—
to
rape
awareness
not reprimand users for the quality puter folders.
versitiesandcollegesarewalkingthe
At
the
University
ofNorth
Caro—
of their e—mail jokes, nor does it
Soon after, students alerted
PORTLAND,
Maine
(AP)
—
tightrope
between
censorship
and
lina,
officials
closed
an
e—mail
ac—
monitor them.
campus security, who then for—
University
of Maine sophomore
freeAtspeech.
count
belonging
to a former
student
"There is an infinite amount of warded the matter to police and the
Casey
Belangersatdown
at
thecom—
Bates
College,
a
student
«
after
a
racist
message
from
that
ac—
information and communication Attorney General‘s Office. "It all
puter
inthreatening
his dorm room
and totyped
a signed onto the computer network count was posted on at least 10 within AOL community. There is no just got blown out of proportion,"
nasty,
message
a
fel—
onand thetypedLewiston
campus last year Internet
news groups. AnyoneBlacks
read— nor
way to monitor each and every word, Belanger said.
low"I‘mgonnashoot
student he had never
met.
aobscenity—lacedmessage
ingthe
"joke"about"Whyall
should we," said AOL spokes—
Belanger was ordered to serve
you
in
the
back
saying
she
hated
white
people.
should
go
back
to
Africa"
could
see
woman Trish Primrose.
30 hours of community service by
ofyourthefaggot
(expletive)
headwrote
if I ever
see Thecollege condemned the mes— that it originated at the university. In general, private corporations the university, which suspended
ass,"
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last
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sage,
calling
itHate
"offensive
and
divi— And at Virginia Tech, a student are more concerned about e—mail his computer account. The state
inadvertently
sending
i
t
to
campus
sive,"
and
the
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was punished for posting
a note on content, Steinhardt said, and com— waived a $5,000 fine and had
computer
bulletin
boards.
Committeeresponded
withamemo:
theWorldWideWeb
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pany e—mail is probably more closely Belanger sign an injunction prom—
A
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later,
the
state
attorney
"This
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has
brought
to
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monitored than at colleges and uni— ising he would not harass or
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attention theposted
fact thatsexist,students
have
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threaten others.
z
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with
a
hate
crime
lawsuit,
previously
racist,
ho—
"Private companies pretty much
Belanger said he would never
—accusing
him of violating the civil mophobic and similarly offensive colleges acrossthecountryare look— have a carte blanche to control the have said in—person what he wrote
rights"Idon‘teven
ofhomosexuals.
language.
Weinany
view context."
this as utterly ing into computer—use policies, said use of their own resources," he hidden behind his screen name. "It
knowtheguy,"
said
inappropriate
David
Merkowitz, a spokesman
for said. But public universities can— was just a spur of the moment
Belanger,
a
student
on
the
campus
But
what
some
may
say
is
offen—
theAmericanCouncil
onEducation.
not punish students for what they thing. Given the opportunity, I
inland.Orono,
2
1/2
hours
north
ofPort—
sive,
others
argue
is
free
speech,
"Someuniversitiesareoverreact—
say on the campus computer net— would definitely go back and re—
"Ithewasjust
mouthing
off." e— Burke said. "Dowe have peoplede— ing. They‘retreatingelectronicmail work, unless the mail constitutes a word it."
On
Internet
and
through
ciding
what ideasit mightoffendsome—
are good or bad? differently than they would treat violation of the law, like the Maine Attorney General An—
mail,
threats
andoffensivejokes
fly
Don‘tsaythat,
communications
using
a penpresi—
and Belanger case.
drew Ketterer said there‘s an easy
throughcyberspacebetween
anony—
body?
We‘d
rather
you
speak
good
paper,"
saidBarry
Steinhardt,
The incident at the University way to know when certain speech
mous users,
often
without
repercus—
ideasAt soeveryoneishappy?"hesaid.
dentoftheElectronicFrontierFoun—
of Maine started when Belanger is inappropriate, and possibly ille—
sions.
But
not
on
college
and
Cornell
University
in
Ithaca,
dation,
aSanFrancisco—basedonline
said he "disliked fags" on his "re— gal: No one should be placed in
university
computer
networks.
N.Y.,
four
freshmen
sent
a
deroga—
civil
liberties
organization.
sume" on a student bulletin board. fear or scared by a message they
‘Universitiesareconcernedabout
tory
"joke"
about
women
to
their
AtAmericaOnline,
its
10million
That prompted a barrage of anony— receive through their computer.
libelattorney
and slander,"
said PeterBurke, friends throughe—mail. Themessage subscribers must agree to the terms mous e—mail, he said.
"I think that people may say,
anogy
in
thecorporatetechnol—
was
sent
in
1995
to
20
of
the
stu—
ofservice:
Noobscenities,
nothreat—
He sent the threatening message ‘Hey, I got a First Amendment
practice
group at Powell,
dents‘
friends,
whoInternet
then passed
it ening, no harassing.
to the person he thought was send— right to say whatever I want.‘ But
Goldstein,
Frazer&Murphy,
an
At—
along
to
countless
e—mail
If
they
fail
to
comply,
they
lose
ing the anonymous messages. But what they‘ve got to realize it does
lantaandWashington
law
firm.
"By
addresses,
prompting
angry
re—
theiraccount,
and
in
some
instances
his message ended up going to 10 not include the right to threaten,"
operating
e—mail
systems,
does
the
sponses
from
across
the
country.
law
enforcement
is
alerted.
AOL
other students as well as the Gay/ he said.
university become responsible for Cornell considered disciplining learns about violations mainly Lesbian/Bisexual public confer—
Universities

—a
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GLAAD and GLSEN
WASHINGTON,
DC—On
Thurs., Mar. 12, the Senate Com—
merce Committee approved a bill
(The Internet School Filtering Act,
S. 1619) which requires schools

Condemn

and libraries that receive federal
funds for Internet access to install
software designed to block mate—
rial that is deemed inappropriate for
children. The Gay & Lesbian Alli—

SUPPORT GROUPS

FOR

LESBIANS AND GAY MEN

PRIDE RAP
is a support group sponsored by Memphis Pride, Inc.,
which meets the 2nd Monday of every month
(7—8 p.m.). It offers a safe place for sharing
and forming new friendships.
PRESENTATIONS
sponsored by Fully Alive! are educational seminars about
self, relationships and spirituality in the context of Gay and
Lesbian issues.
FACILITATORS
Susan Taranto, MPS and Carol Sclicksup, MA
LOCATION
Fully Alive! A Center for Personal Enrichment
2701 Union Ext., 504
There is no charge for these groups.
For more information, call Susan or Carol
at (901) 323—2078

Internet Filtering Software Legislation

ance
Against
Defamation
(GLAAD) and the Gay, Lesbian &
Straight Education Network.
(GLSEN) are concerned about this
proposition, as it constitutes a vio—
lation of the First Amendment
rights of students and citizens.
"The use of Internet Filtering
Software may be appropriate in the
home, where parents can make
their own personal value judgments
about what filtering software to
purchase and what types of sites to
block," said Joan Garry, Executive
Director of GLAAD. "However,
requiring a public institution, such
as a school or library, to make this
judgment call—therefore censoring
certain sites from view—is a viola—
tion of the First Amendment rights
of local citizens. It is inappropri—
ate for schools or libraries to make
these types of decisions."
The criteria by which Internet
filtering software limits the World
Wide Web can be subjective and
questionable. These software com—
panies, in the interest of retaining
what they call "proprietary infor—
mation," often do not disclose the
specific criteria used to determine
whether a site or newsgroup should
be blocked. Therefore, consumers—
as well as schools and libraries—
who purchase the software will
most likely never know exactly
what they are missing.

In

Access to a wide variety of
Internet sites is especially impor—
tant to members of the Lesbian,
Gay, bisexual and transgender
community, because it provides
them with vital information, a fo—
rum for expression, and a sense of
solidarity. Internet filtering soft—
ware threatens that access and pre—
vents the community from
receiving valuable resources by
uniformly blocking many impor—
tant informational sites.
Most of the sites serving the
community provide information
about sexual orientation as it relates
to culture and identity. For ex—
ample, the Internet serves as a
unique community forum for Gay,
Lesbian, bisexual, and transgender
youth, serving as a comfortable
medium where they can meet oth—
ers who, like them, struggle with —
the everyday issues of homopho—
bia and intolerance. Many of these
youth are isolated both emotionally
and socially as a result of their
sexual orientation or identity, and
denying them access to such Gay—
supportive sites can put them at an —
even greater emotional risk.
"I am not only the Executive
Director of GLAAD; I am a mother
as well," said Garry. "While I want
to protect my children from dan—
gerous material on the Internet, I
also want them to have access to

all the wonderful information and
knowledge that is available on the
World Wide Web."
"Part of what it means to be edu—
cated is having the ability to learn
to think independently. While par—
ents may choose to limit their
children‘s knowledge of certain
subjects or people, it is vital that
schools do not play that role," said
Kevin Jennings, Executive Direc—
tor of GLSEN. "The use of Internet
filtering software by public schools
and libraries interferes with that
which is the basis for the existence
of those institutions in the first
place — to think, learn and grow as
an individual," he continued.
GLAAD and GLSEN believe
that it is imperative to prevent this
bill from passing. Supporters of
these organizations are encouraged
to write, call, or e—mail their
Congressperson to urge them to
prevent the passage of this bill.
GLAAD is a national organiza—
tion that promotes fair, accurate,
and inclusive representation as a
means of challenging discrimina—
tion based on sexual orientation or
identity. Joan Garry is available to
discuss GLAAD‘s position on the
Internet School Filtering Act with
the media.
GLSEN is the largest national
organization fighting anti—Gay bias
in K—12 schools.

Concert!

Jallen

Rix

May 3 at 7:00 PM
2117 Union Ave., Union Ave. UMC Fellowship Hall
Sunday,

Sponsored By Safe Harbor MCC
Donations will be received.
"The year‘s best gay/lesbian album."
Will Grega, OutSounds, The Lesbian and Gay Alternative
§
f
"Jallen‘s new recording is a stunning debut album filled with
well crafted and brilliant musical gems, but what would we
know about gay music."
Romanovsky & Phillips
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Rix Set for May 3 Concert

Jallen Rix, a national Gay per—
forming artist, will be in concert at
Safe Harbor MCC on May 3. He
is a dynamic and powerful artist.
This young man speaks to our com—
munity through the music that
speaks ofhis (our) journey to self—
acceptance and hope.
This will be the first appearance
in the Memphis area of Jallen, who
is from San Francisco. The concert
will be on Sun., May 3, at 7 p.m. in
the Fellowship hall at 2117 Union
Ave, Union Ave. United Method—
ist Church which is the worship fa—
cility of Safe Harbor MCC.
Rix‘ first album has received
rave reviews from the Gay and
Lesbian community. Among the
comments:
"The year‘s best Gay/Lesbian
album."
—Will Grega, OutSounds, The
Lesbian and Gay Alternative

"... Vulnerable lyrics ensconced
in full orchestration... the CD is so
great!"
— Michael Paoletta,
Out Magazine
"Jallen‘s new recording is a
stunning debut album filled with
well crafted and brilliant musical
gems, but what would we know
about Gay music."
— Romanovsky & Phillips
‘Join us for this special concert!
It will be dynamic and exciting!
Also, beginning May 31, at 7
p.m., Safe Harbor has the first of
four sermons entitled "Not a Sin,
Not a Sickness. " These will be ser—
mons that are designed to help our
community to know the truth about
what the Bible does and does not
say about homosexuality. The Se—
ries will end on June 21. Each ser—
mon will be at 7 p.m.
Safe Harbor MCC is a member
church of the Universal Fellowship
of the Metropolitan Community

Submitted by BCSA
The Bluff City Sports Associa—
tion Softball League starts play on
Sun., Apr. 19. The oncoming of
spring and warmer weather sum—
moned players to the field for prac—
tice during the last several weeks
with each team anxiously awaiting
the start of play.
All games will be played Sun—
day evenings at Tobey Park, lo—
cated near Hollywood and Central

BY DOS AMIGOS—MEMPHIS
Churches (UFMCC), which was
founded in 1968. As the world‘s
largest predominately Gay and Les—
bian church, UFMCC has more
than 300 congregations in 16 coun—
tries. Its ministry is broad and con—
tinues to grow throughout the
world, especially in Africa and the
Southeastern U.S.

but Attractive Brunch

Food Review by Vincent Astor
Mule has been suggesting for
months that I try the Sunday
Brunch at the French Quarter
Suites in Overton Square (he can‘t
review it because he works there).
A good opportunity arose in
March, and I did get to go. I like
the atrium lounge at French Quar—
ter. It is comfortable and, for an
atrium, more intimate that what one
would expect.
_
The buffet was intimate, also,
not the mega—buffets one sees at

large hotels. The selection was
pleasant; hot and cold pasta items,
soup, salads, boiled shrimp, eggs
Benedict, with the addition of roast
beef and made—to—order omelettes
and waffles. There was a dish of a
very nice mild jambalaya. I en—
joyed the cold pasta salad and the
alfredo particularly. A variety of
desserts, many of the chocolate
variety, added to the usual mimo—
sas and champagne made a very
nice meal.
It‘s not exotic, it‘s not gigantic
but ample and toothsome. The

GAYVON

Jallen Rix

French Quarter Suites —
Small

Avenue. Games are scheduled to
start at 6, 7 and 8 p.m., except for
the first two weeks when games
will begin at 4 p.m.
This year‘s teams are the Cole—
Haysten Clippers, Mid—South Vi—
sion Center Peepers, J—Wag‘s
Jaguars, Autumn St. Pub Haze,
Pipeline Pirates and RE Max Re—
altors. At least two of these teams
will be eligible to participate in the
Gay Softball World Series in At—
lanta in August.

quality and service are well above
average. I noticed several diners
were regular customers.
There is a growing number of
Gays and Lesbians who find the
convenience of Midtown and the
lack of large crowds and over—em—
phasized music a pleasant change.
It is pretty busy. Reservations
may be advisable on holidays but I
was seated immediately. The mu—
sic is live, by the way, and the
French Quarter is one of TJN‘s ad—
vertisers. It‘s worth a visit.

(901) 388—9986
Affordable Gifts That
Come to You!
Caps, Cards, Ts, Buttons, Jewelry |
& Much, Much More!
LANZA + PAUL MITCHELL « SEBASTIAN
Dare to be

<i
"P
RDABRLEK
19 N. COOPER «72

1 + MEMPHIS, TN

852 S. Cooper Memphis TN 38104
(901) 272—2853

Gay—Themed

* 34V) TIVN $ YIVH 10101 :

Submitted by Safe Harbor MCC

Softball Begins Play April 19~

+ WALK—INS WELCOME —

Jallen

_

Films Come to Memphis

a week. This film is about a wid—
Several films of interest to the
owed British writer (John Hurt)
Gay community will be showing
who becomes obsessed with a B—
soon in Memphis.
movie actor (Jason Priestly).
The Independent Film Show—
Tango Lesson (April 10) and
case at Malco‘s Bartlett 10 Cinema
Fast, Cheap and Out of Control
is a new venue for foreign and in—
(April 17) also will be shown this
dependent films.
Malco has developed it in an—
month.
Coming on May 15 is The Twi—
ticipation of Studio on the Square,
light of the Golds starring Faye
its new five—screen theater which
will open in about a year as part of Dunaway and Garry Marshall.
Twilight deals with how a family
the Overton Square cxomplex.
reacts when it learns that a baby is
Ma Vie En Rose starts on Fri.,
April 10. Two weeks later on April — going to be born Gay.
Bent, the recent film of the ac—
24, the well—reviewed film Love
claimed play, will be coming soon,
and Death on Long Island plays for

but a date has not been set yet.
In addition to these films, Malco
has revived the midnight screen—
ings of The Rocky Horror Picture
Show every Friday and Saturday at
the HighlandQuartet.
Also playing at various theaters
this month is The Object ofMy Af—
fection. Based on Stephen
McCauley‘s 1987 novel, this
movie is the story of a straight
woman who falls for her Gay male

best friend.
With support, more Gay—
themed films hopefully will fill our
local screens.

Farmer Moves on to NAPWA
Anthony "Tony" Farmer has working for a national organiza—
resigned as Education Director tion, orchestrating national pro—
with the Friends for Life AIDS grams and event,," Farmer said. He
Resource Center to take a similar believes his work at Friends for
position with the National Associa— Life provided a learning experi—
tion of People with AIDS, head— ence that will be pivotal to his suc—
«quartered in Washington, D.C. cess at NAPWA.
Asked if he plans to return to
Farmer joined Friends For Life
Oct. 31, 1995. His new position — Memphis to pick up the rest of his
thing, Farmer said, "All I left in
began in January.
"I welcome the challenge of Memphis are friends and memo—

ries, The lessons learned from my
professional and personal growth,
I carry with me always."
Tony acknowledged that leaving
close friends and the people he met
in Memphis, made his decision to
move not as easy as some might
speculate. However, he returns to
east—coast roots, having been born
and reared in Virginia.

You can get all your floral needs

met here at Lavender Earth.
Come see our selection of
easy to care for Orchids.

OUTDOOR PLANTS
ARE HERE!
Come See Our Great Variety!

Tues—Sat
10am—6pm
Spring Hours
will begin in April
Visa/MC/Disc/AE
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Why A Millennium
In February, the UFMCC and
the Human Rights Campaign pro—
posed a Millennium March on
Washington for Equality to take
place in April of 2000 — the first
human rights march of the new
millennium. In the ensuing weeks,
one voice has been missing from
the ongoing debate — that of the
OTHER co—sponsor, the Universal
Fellowship of Metropolitan Com—
munity Churches. The Rev. Troy D.
Perry, a veteran activist with more
than 30 years‘ commitment to G/
L/B/T rights and moderator of the
UFMCC, explained why he pas—
sionately believes in the proposed
March on Washington.
By The Rev. Troy D. Perry
I am excited by the strong
grassroots support the proposed
Millennium March on Washington
is receiving, and pleased with the
growing number of local, regional
.

<! te

and national organizations which
are endorsing the "first human
riohts march of the new millen—
nium.‘
I warmly welcome the growing
number of organizational endors—
ers, and I also welcome the healthy
debate as some of our national Gay,
Lesbian,
bisex ual
and
transgendered organizations con—
tinue to explore their options for
participation in this national human
rights event.
As a human rights activist with
30 years of experience in the Gay,
Lesbian,
bisex ual
and
transgendered communities, I be—
lieve the Millennium March on
Washington for Equality in April
of 2000 is a vital step in consoli—
dating our gains, mobilizing our
community, and taking the next
step toward justice in the new mil—
lennium.
Why do I believe this? Why a
Millennium March?
a

wr _"
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March on Washington?
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It‘s already been too long. Seven:
years will have passed since the last
March on Washington. I believe in
the value of demonstrating to our
nation the strength of our numbers
and the passion of our commitment
to justice. If we have learned any .
lesson, it is how quickly and easily
our elected officials forget. It‘s
time to remind our government and
our nation that millions of her citi—
zens are still denied equality.
The new millennium presents a
strategic opportunity. The dawn of
a new millennium, by its very na—
ture, heightens society‘s sensitiv—
ity. Commentators, pundits, the
press and society at large will be
looking for messages and trends for
the new millennium. We have an
opportunity at this strategic time to
move our message to the forefront.
The year 2000 is a presidential
election year. In our society, much
of our progress is contingent upon
getting the ear, and then the sup—
port, of our elected officials. The
presence of one million Gay, Les—
bian, bisexual and transgendered
persons is designed to make our
voice heard — by Democrat, Re—
publican, Reform and other politi—
cal party candidates. In addition to
Millennium March itself, one mil—
lion Gay, Lesbian, bisexual and
transgendered Americans will have
an opportunity to walk the halls of
Congress, to meet with their
Congresspersons and Senators and
to make a compelling and personal
—case for equality for all citizens.
It will birth a new generation of
activists. Each of our previous
marches has served to birth new
activists. In fact, as with many
G/L/B/T organizations, there are
several members of my own staff
whose first taste of activism came
through the previous marches on
Washington. With two years of —
lead time, we have an opportunity
to become intentional about using
this Millennium March to inspire
and birth new activists who will
continue to work toward the dream
of equality for all our citizens.
It will energize our movement.
I am convinced that this march,
along with the 1999 50 State Ini—
tiative, will energize the G/L/B/T
rights movement, strengthen all of
our organizations, and present un—

told opportunities for Gay human
rights, justice and spiritual organi—
zations to grow in terms of mem—
bers, influence, accomplishments
and media access.
The march‘s theme is focused,
simple and understandable. Our
society still hasn‘t got the message.
We need look no further than the
recent repeal of the equal rights law
in Maine to know that the message
of simple equality has been neither
heard nor embraced. The theme of
this Millennium March is simple —
and designed to build allies. To
accomplish the goal of equal hu—
man and civil rights, it is impera—
tive that we strategically build
allies and support throughout so—
ciety. One million Gay, Lesbian,
bisexual and transgendered persons
have an opportunity to call upon
our nation and its citizens to live
out our nation‘s creed of "liberty
and justice for all." Every element
of thismarch will be focused on the
call for equality, and every sub—
theme will directly relate to the
march‘s purpose.
For 30 years, I have lent my
voice and strength to the work of
building a just and equitable soci—
ety for all of our citizens. Three
decades of this work have taught
me two lessons: (1) We must use

a Friend
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I will stand with one million of my
brothers and sisters, and each of us
will proclaim:
This is our country, too!
This is our flag!
This is our constitution!
This is our military!
This is our nation‘s promise!
This is our contribution to
America!
This is our spirituality !
This is our love!
This is our freedom!
This is our life!
This is our dream!
Until that day, I will continue
to join hands with my Gay, Les—
bian, bisexual, and transgendered
brothers and sisters — and with our
enlightened allies — to raise my
voice... to call for justice....to tire—
lessly work for equality... and, yes,
to march on our nation‘s capital —
to use every means at our disposal
until we, too, are ‘free at last."
That‘s why I passionately believe
in the Millennium March on Wash—
ington for Equality.

Gay Churchman‘s Strong
Advice On
Call

Sex Sparks

For Sacking

CHRISTCHURCH,
New
Zealand (AP) — A Gay Methodist
minister who advised freshman
university students not to let Chris—
tian tradition put them off having
sex prompted calls for him to be
fired for promoting immoral be—
havior.
Christchurch minister, the Rev.
David Bromell, New Zealand‘s
first openly Gay preacher in a
Methodist church, wrote in a Can—
terbury university orientation
magazine for first year students:
"When a man and a woman
have sex, they‘re fulfilling the di—
vine and human existence. We
bonk to the glory of God."

Recycle Us!
Share Us With

every means at our disposal to get
our message out and (2) we must —
not—rest until our nation‘s highest
ideals have transcended promise
and become reality for all our citi—
zens.
Through the Millennium March,
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Bonkintercourse.
is a colloquialism for
sexual
Bromell
wrote
that not having
sex
because
"you‘retrying
to rack
upG insome
pixie
points
with
the
Big
the
sky,
as
ifGod‘s
got
noth—
ing betterwasto doa "lousy
than countyouror—
gasms,"
reason."leader
The
Rev.
Graham
Capill,
ofNew
Zealand‘s Heritage
morally conser—
vative
Christian
Party,
said
the
article
undermined
the
clearHeteaching
of
the
scriptures.
said
Bromell
should
be re—
moved
from
hisjob
as
superinten—
dent
ofthe ChristchurchMethodist
Mission.
"It‘s more propaganda
frommore
the
libertarian
sector
and
rubbishing
ofsaidtheofChristian
posi—
tion,"
Capill
the
article.
Bromell
defended
his position,
saying
in
a
TV
interview
the
reli—
gious
conservative
view
that
the
only moral sex was "between
people in legal, heterosexual mar—
riage" disenfran chised most
«people.
"Everyone who hasnever mar—
ried, everyone who‘s separated, di—
vorced, widowed — basically 90
percent of the population," he said.
He said the article was on absti—
nence, but when to have sex was
not something that should ‘be dic—
tated to young people by the
church.
People "must choose for themselves, he said.

Fox Sports Scores with
Gridiron

1268

Gay

A recent story by Washington,
DC Fox affiliate WTTG looked at
the impact of homophobia on clos—
eted sports professionals, high—
lighting former National Football
League (NFL) running back David
Kopay.
In the story, sports reporter Brett
Haber took viewers into Kopay‘s
home, detailing the personal saga
of a private life frequently at odds:
with his professional career.
Kopay talked about his sexual
orientation being "shrouded in se—
DeGeneres,

MEMPHIS
AT PLAY

crecy" for years, and later an atmo—
sphere where many knew he was
Gay but it was "never officially dis— .
cussed."
Now 55, Kopay is eligible for
NFL Players Association pension
benefits and is petitioning for do—
mestic partnership benefits.
Haber interviewed NFLPA
Benefits Director Miki Yaras—
Davis, who states that they
"haven‘t had any requests [for DP
benefits]... but it is the right thing
to do."
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tray a lead Gay character on televi—
The January/February issue of Ms.
sion, DeGeneres shattered conven—
magazine features their Women of the
tional wisdom with her personal and
Year, and among the 13 honorees are
artistic courage. Her one small step
openly Lesbian singers Amy Ray and
for herself became a giant leap for
Emily Saliers ofthe Indigo Girls and
actress Ellen DeGeneres.
Lesbian and Gay visibility."
The environmental activism of the
Of DeGeneres, Ms. writes, "For
Indigo Girls is the focus of their com—
the thousands of Lesbian and Gay fans
mendation, revealing that many Lesbi—
of the show, from teenagers to clos—
eted adults and out activists, watch— ~ ans and Gay men do good work not
solely for Lesbian and Gay equal rights
ing the familiar trials and tribulations
and cultural change, but for many other
of Ellen Morgan on prime time tele—
issues as well.
vision is profoundly affirming.
"The first out Gay person to por—

Imm
©

725—1909
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Among Ms. Women of Year

Pe
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Woman Offended by Library Book

GLAAD Talks with

Arkansas Democrat—Gazette Keeps It Checked Out
Recently, GLAAD Executive GLAAD applaud you for recog— —
Craig,
said
Judith
Krug,
direc—
bookoffthe
shelves.
The Ms.
Fla.Gay—oriented
(AP) — If children‘s
Director Joan M. Garry had a nizing that laws and policies youMELBOURNE,
tor
of
the
Office
for
Intellectual
Duke
Who
Outlawed
Jelly
Beans
can‘t
find
the
productive conversation with must be scrutinized continu— book Daddy‘s Roommate in the tellsfairy tales thathave Gay adults Freedom at the American Library
the Arkansas Democrat— ously and altered when that Brevard County Library, there‘s a throughout the stories.
Association.
Gazette‘s publisher, Walter scrutiny uncovers flaws.
‘"Wewhatyou
believereadits nobody‘s
busi—
The
county
had
only
one
copy,
reason.
Hussman, following the paper‘s TheDemocrat Gazette would Coral Lee Craig, who failed to which Ms. Craig lost.
ness
orhow
you
use
repeated publishing of the be well advised to consider an get the book banned from the li— "I thought I lost it and paid for the library," she said. "But person—
names of those arrested in po— evaluation on its editorial policy brary last year, has taken matters it," Ms. Craig said. "But I found ally, if I knew somebody was go—
lice raids of men seeking sex in this light. I appreciated your into herown hands, keeping acopy out I had loaned it to a friend. It‘s ing out of their way to do this, I
in seelinewhat
to putI
with other men in public parks. thoughtful interpretation and checked out for about a year.
mine now."
f wouldnamebe theon firstone
the
list
to
The practice of publishing defense of your policy but see "There‘s more than one way to Library officialsare limited in my.
skin acat," saidMs. Craig, ofPalm what they can do to someone like wasn‘t supposed to read."
the names, which Hussman de— all too clearly that this policy Bay.
fended as "consistent" with the (like the sodomy laws) is seri— Ms. Craig, a member of the
— editorial policy, continued even ously flawed and requires a Christian
School Says Gay Teacher‘s
Coalition,
said
she
and
after one man committed sui— change....
some for
friends
haveweeksborrowed
the Claims Unfounded
cide because his name was pub— "When you answered the book
three
at
a
time
lished.
question ‘how was thepublic in—
the year.successful
They haven‘t
women,"
Attorney
Paul
NEW BRITAIN,
Conn.district
(AP) these
In a Mar. 16 letter following terest served by printing the throughout
been
completely
since
McQuillan,
lawyer
for
the
nurse,
—Attorneys
forthe
school
their phone conversation, man‘s name?‘ with ‘It was in the library system has four more claim the lawsuit filed by a Gay said.
GLAADrequestedthenewspaper keeping with our editorial copies
ofthe book.
School said
boardthatattorney
Scott
teacher claiming
discrimination is McDonald
reconsider the policy of printing policy,‘ I did not find that a Ms. Craig said the children‘s completely
Kavy‘s
claims
unfounded.
‘book
is inappropriate
for young— Beth Kavy, a special education that she was transferred and that the
the names of men arrested for compelling response.
sters because
of
its
homosexual
misdemeanor sex crimes.
neglected
toonprotectherfrom
"The gentleman‘s suicide theme.
teacher,byclaims
she hasand been
ha— school
is
writ—
harassment
based
her sexual ori—
rassed
the
district
a
school
‘"You began ourconversation note was infinitely more com— ten fromDaddy‘sRoommate
the viewpoint
ofa
young
entation
are
without
merit.
nurse
because
she
is
Gay.
indicating that you felt as ifyour pelling to me. It is our obliga— boy whose
fatherindivorces
his But two school principals and Kavy‘s attorney filed documents
organization was being misrep— tion to make our community mother and moves
with
a
male
claiming herfrom
clientDiLoreto
was improperly
~school
nurse
Maria
Garcia sayLynn
that transferred
resented as ‘anti—Gay,‘ and aware of injustice wherever it partner.
Kavy
and
her
partner
pointed to a history of support exists. But we also inform our The book caused a stir when it Kowalczyk, also a teacher, as— School to another school lastMagnet
yearof
on your pages," said Garry in community of media outlets was published in 1990. Ms. Craig saulted and harassed Garcia.
after
she
was
harassed
by
way
the letter.
F striving for fairness. We would said it‘s a recruitment tool for "For over six months, Miss interschool e—mail and assaulted.
‘*You pointed to the [paper‘s] love to count the Arkansas Gays.
Kavyschool.
wasphysi—
has beenandemotional
the victim ofharass—
con— callyAftertheassault,
criticism of the arcane [Arkan— Democrat—Gazette among the Ms. Craig also has managed to Garcia
escorted
out
ofthe
stantphysical
keep another Gay—oriented ment, includingfearforherlifefrom
sas] sodomy laws....We at latter."
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Gay Avenue
CALLAWAY, Fla. (AP) —
Many people who live on Gay Av—
enue are anything but happy about
a decision to rename their street
after a neighbor who donated
$10,000 for repaving it in this small
Florida Panhandle town.
City commissioners recently
voted to rename the street Jim
Crews Road. Crews, a developer
who has lived on Gay Avenue for
30 years, said that he didn‘t care if
the street was not named for him
as long as it gets renamed.
He said he was tired of being the
butt of jokes because the word
"Gay" has taken on the connota—
tion of meaning "homosexual."
"I‘m not prejudiced against the
word, but when I travel a lot of
people have a different idea,"

Residents Anything
Crews said. "When I check into a
hotel and when I write down ‘Gay
Avenue‘ about 90 percent of people
smirk or laugh and ask ‘What about
you?"
Mayor Ray Boevink denied ac—
cusations that it was a matter of
Crews "buying a street," but Crews
said he would ask for his money
back if the street remains Gay Av—
enue.
Commissioners may reconsider
the name change when they meet
again Mar. 24 because of the con—
troversy, Boevink said. The city
has received petitions with 313 sig—
natures against the name change
and 150 favoring it.
"It was done in honor of the
many contributions he‘s made over
the years to the city," said city man—

But Happy over Name Change

ager Judy Whitis. "It was the street
he lived on and it seemed appro—
priate for us to do that."
Crews said it was the city‘s idea
to name the street for him. He said
he allowed the city to use vacant
land he owns to store and burn de—
bris from Hurricane Opal in 1995,
saving taxpayers thousands ofdol—
lars that it would have cost to haul
the material to a dump.
Crews denied having anything
against Gay people but said he has
received anonymous death threats
accusing him of being anti—Gay.
The name change is effective in
September but new street signs al—
ready have gone up in this town
near Panama City, surprising some
residents who were unaware of
what the commissioners had done.

"It‘s going to cost us to change
our driver‘s licenses, checks, ve—
hicle registration and it‘ !l be a mess
with the mailing," said Gay Av—

enue resident Patricia Korkoske.
"That‘s going to be a lot of aggra—
vation."

20/20 Clearly Sees the Issue of
Discrimination Against Gay Teachers
On Mar. 13, ABC‘ s 20/20 aired
a feature on the hardships faced by
some high school educators when
they are discovered to be Lesbian
or Gay.
Correspondent Deborah Roberts
interviewed Randy Block, the
widow of Byron City, Mich., mu—
sic teacher Gerry Crane, about
Crane‘s struggle after being outed.
She also interviewed Richard Gre—
gory, the leader of an anti—Gay
church, who spearheaded the at—
tempt to push Crane out.
Crane said, "IfI were to ask you
today, is it appropriate for a pedo—
phile to teach in public school, you
and others would say, ‘Of course
we can‘t abide that.‘ Fifteen years
ago, the same would have been true
for homosexuals."
Roberts followed up, "But there
is no proofthat a Gay man is a pe—
dophile." Crane then backpedals:
"Oh no, I‘ mnot trying to make that
linkage." She said, "We‘re talking
about a Gay teacher; we‘re not talk—
ing about someone who tries to
prey on. children." He—replied;
"We‘re talking about a sexual de—
viance."
Then Roberts interviewed Gay,
Lesbian and Straight Education
Network Executive Director Kevin
Jennings, who stated, "Gay teach—
ers are the canvas on which a com—
munity projects every nasty
stereotype, myth and lie they‘ve
ever heard about Gay and Lesbian
people."
Roberts talked to Utah teacher
Wendy Weaver and briefly dis—
cussed the attacks on Weaver by
the local school board and parents.
Finally, Roberts said Crane died
at age 33 of a heart attack five
months after resigning. "Indul—
gence in sinful lifestyles brings
heartache," anti—Gay Gregory says.
But students said Crane taught
respect, love, and self—worth.
"They had one ofthe best teachers
to teach music and they basically
threwit all away," added one stu—

dent.
Ending the story is a tearful
Block, who in a choked voice said,
"It took all of the joy out of his life.
Teaching was what he considered
his calling in life, his vocation by
God. And a very small group of
vocal people took that away from
him." In closing, Barbara Walters
asks, "When will we begin to look—
ing at people as individuals?"
The program touched upon the

hardships faced by some teachers
when they come out — or are dis—
covered — as Gay or Lesbian. Rob—
erts also asked tough questions of
the radical religious leader who at—
tempted to pull the wool ofthe old
pedophile propaganda over the
eyes of America, and allowed him
to reveal his own bigotry, intoler—
ance and callousness for all the
world to see.

By
Michael
Steve Solomon

"Let me help
you relieve

SOWELL & COMPANY
K+ E ‘A>

+I ~ 0. R. B

your tension!"
4

STEVE SOLOMON
It
Office (901) 278—4380
MLS
#4
Residence (901) 363—1060
&— 54 S. Cooper e Memphis, TN 38104
w
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Friends For Life Pantry
Wish List
deodorant » shampoo e razors ®
hand and body lotion
baby diapers

and

adult incontinence pants
paper products (Towels, toilet paper)
Household cleaning products
Remember: Food Stamps can‘t be
redeeemed for these items

Drop Items by Friends For Life
at 1450 Poplar — 8:30—5 weekdays

g

~___
4

The Triangle Journal News welcomes letters
from its readers. Letters should be be as short as
reasonable and typed ifpossible. Although names
may be withheld on request, all letters should be
signed and include a phone numberfor verification.
Anonymous letters will not be printed. All letters
are subject to editing for spelling, punctuation and
grammar. However every effort will be made to
maintain the original intent of the writer.
Letters should be mailed to: Triangle Journal
News, P.0. Box 11485, Memphis, TN 38111—0485
orfaxed to (901) 454—1411. Our e—mail address is
TJNmemphis @AOL.com.

May to Sell

Meristem

I am writing to let You know
of a major change of circum—
stance for me and for Meristem.
As many of you know, the store
has been a labor of love for me
and for many others for almost
eight years. We opened the store
in the fall of 1990, and the rest,
as they say, is herstory.. We
have been successful at many
things, and we have been many
things to many people — the
feminist store, the Lesbian/Gay
store, the pagan store, the alter—
native community store that
sold cool things by local artists
and had nifty stickers, the femi—
nist—Lesbian/Gay—bi—whatever
community center. In addition
to having booksignings for
woman and Lesbian/Gay writ—
ers, we also published a book of
writing by local women writers,
sponsored events, concerts, dis—
cussion groups, and softball
teams, searched for hard—to—find
‘ titles and gift items, sold tick—
ets, posted notices, and an—
swered innumerable questions

brought us into contact with
some of the most marvelous
people in this community —
you, our customers and friends.
However, providing all those
community services AND own—
ing and running a business has
been a rocky road personally
and financially. Like many
small, independent, feminist and
political stores, Meristem has
been buffeted by the oceanic
changes in the book industry, in—
cluding the tidal wave of de—
struction caused by the big
chain—stores. New York City,
Houstonand other smaller com—
munities no longer have femi—
nist bookstores because of the
‘"Wal—Martization" of the book
industry. Many of you have
gone out of your way to order
and buy books and other items
fromus over the years, helped
our cash—flow through buying
memberships, and have brought
your friends and family into
shop with us. We have appreci—
ated your financial and moral

about community events and re—

support far more than we can
sources, etc., etc., etc. We have
say.
'
also received awards for our>
However, after much soul—
community work,
searching, I have decided to put
Best of all, Meristem has

the bookstore up for sale. For

Memphis Gay &
Lesbian

some time now it has been ap—
parent to me that someone with
stronger business skills would
be a better choice as primary
caretaker for this garden. After
eight years, I am also ready to
move on to other things and to
continue my community work
in other ways. If I find a suit—
able buyer in the next three
months, we will have a big com—
munity "transition party," and I
will sell the store and move on.
If not, we will sell the inventory
and fixtures, have a "transition
party," and close the store and
Memphis will be without a

Candidate

. feminist bookstore.
Believe me, this has not been
an easy decision, It is, however,
the right one for me to make at
this time. The Meristem staff
has been wonderful about this,
as always. Meristem is a won—
derful garden, but she needs
someone else with new energy
andnew capital to invest. I do
think that someone else could
make a go of it with some
changes, and any new owner(s)
will have the benefit of our ac—
cumulated experience and ex—
pertise during the transition. My
preference would be to sell the

business to someone who would
like to continue the business as
a feminist or Gay store, but will
entertain other options.
If you are interested in own—
ing your own business with an
established reputation and stable
client base in a wonderful Mid—
town neighborhood, contact me _
for details. You can reach me
by phone at (901) 276—0282, by
FAX at 276—0553 or by e—mail
at Ameristem@aol.com.
Thanks for all your support
for eight challenging and re—
warding years.
—
Audrey J. May

Needs More Than

Just Gay Support
I read with great interest the
article penned by Ira L. King in
the March issue of TJN concern—
ing Gay representation on the
Memphis City Council and his
desire to run for office. While I
admire his courage and desire to
seek a council position, one
must examine the state of poli—
tics in Memphis and the state of
the Gay "community" in Mem—
phis before a successful cam—
paign can be launched.
As President Clinton has
demonstrated, a successful can—
didate for public office must
«possess an innate ability to be
all things to all people. No
longer can someone run for of—
fice and be elected strictly on the
fact that they are of a certain sex,
race or political party. Demo—
crats are learning, albeit slowly,
that platforms based on social
issues alone no longer meet the
needs of a diverse electorate.
Likewise, Republicans who run
a campaign based on "family
values" alone alienate many vot—
ers. I believe that in 1998 in
Memphis, a campaign geared
mainly toward representing
Gay—oriented issues is destined
to be unsuccessful. Mr. King
must develop a stance on issues
that are "top—of—mind" to voters
in this city and communicate his
stance well. For instance, how
is the city going to further com—
bat crime and make its residents

feel safer? How does he feel
about city—county consolida—
tion? How are we going to pay
for much need renovation to
many city schools? These issues
are what Memphians want to
know about. Should he run as
an openly Gay candidate? Yes,
absolutely. Should Gay issues
be the central theme of the cam—
paign? No. Such a campaign
might work in certain sections
of California or Massa— chusetts
or New York City, but not
Memphis. Not in 1998.
Secondly, King may need to
examine who his core support—
ers would be. His article seems
to be indicating that "core"
would be the Gay community. I
ask, what Gay community? The
so—called "community" in
Memphis is so splintered when
it comes to politics that it would
be difficult to call this a "core".
Success in building this core
would require uniting all of the
different Gay factions behind
some common goals and inter—
est. What issue could bring to—
gether Lesbians who are con—
cerned —about women‘s rights
and health issues, Gay business—
owners, closeted men and
women willing to give
anonomous support, young Gay
men not even registered to vote, >
PWAs, drag—queens, bar—flys,
etc., etc., etc.? King may just
have it—employment. Almost

everyone has to work as a means
of support and few know first—
hand about the right—to—work
statute King mentions in his ar—
ticle. King should use this issue
as a rallying point to help bring
every type of Gay person to an
epiphany about themselves and
the state of politics in Memphis.
Forming a common interest
with the "community" will al—
low the candidate to then share
his views on the other issues that
the public as a whole is inter—
ested in . I think we will find that
we, as Gay people, are just as
concerned about taxes, crime
and schools as our straight coun—
terparts. We just aren‘t a strong
political lobby because no one
has tried to bring everyone to—
gether behind a common goal or
bond. Once the community" can
solidify behind a candidate
through a common issue, the
candidate can then approach the
masses.
Winning a council seat by
any openly—Gay person will still
be difficult using this strategy or
any other. However, I firmly
believe that it can be done if the
general public can identify with
the candidate, not because he or
she is Gay, but because he or she
appeals to some issue close to
the heart or pocketbook. 1998
might not be the year, but it will
happen and I think sooner than
many may expect ....

Switchboard

S.P.1.T. Player Praises Memphis

—324—4297
24 Hours a Day
Live Operators Nightly 7:30 — 11 p.m.
Computer Voice—Mail Information
at other times

g

Information, Counseling, Referral
A service of the Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community
Center, a non—profit, federally tax—exempt organization.

I would like to extend my congratulations to the directors, committee members and all the
volunteers who made the 5th Annual St. Patricks Day Invitational Tournament a success.
It is only my second bowling tournament in Memphis, but I plan to be back for the rest of
them. It was a fun weekend of bowling, meeting new people and seeing old friends. The
committee did a great job putting the weekend together.
f
I just wanted to let ya‘ll know what a good time we had, and I‘ m already thinking about the
1999 tournament. Keep up the good work!
Roger A. Arms
Indianapolis, IN
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Seeking Your Vote: What Is My Investment
By Ira L. King
Lately I am confronted with the
concept of "community invest—
ment." That is, what am I giving to
the Gay community in Memphis,
and what do I expect in return? This
confrontation came as a result of
my examining my membership in
an organization that seeks tolerance
and support for members of the
Gay.and Lesbian community by
heterosexuals.
4
Last month I announced that I
am seriously considering running
for a seat on the Memphis City
Council in the next general elec—
tion. Since that announcement I
have begun recieving phone calls
and questions from the media. I am
now forced to consider what have
I done for the Gay community in
Memphis that would encourage,
indeed compel them to vote for me.
Some would say I have done a great
deal. Others would say I have only
scratched the surface.
For a season, I was a member
and officer of the now defunct
River City Men‘s Chorus. For the
last year and a half I have been a

staff writer with the Triangle Jour—
nal News. I have been a music
leader at Holy Trinity Community
Church. I am an inactive member
of the Memphis Symphony Cho—
rus. I am a member and officer of
the Southern Country Dance Club.
On occasion I have been a media
spokesperson for the Gay commu—
nity. I have three times been first
alternate to Mr. Gay Tennessee
All—American and represented our
state at the nationals in Little Rock,
Ark. I have performed in several
benefits within the Gay community
and worked behind the scenes on
projects too numerous to mention.
And now, I am seeking a broader
venue.
For those needing to know, my
bachelor‘s degree work includes a
double major in political science
and speech communication at
Bethel College in St. Paul, Minn. I
am a veteran of the United States
Air Force and the Tennessee Air
National Guard. I am a native
Memphian and have lived here for
most of my 44 years. I am the see—
ond—oldest child and first son of
eight children. I graduated from

Opponents Assail
Ordinance That
Gays and

Protects

Lesbians

FORT COLLINS, Colo. (AP)
— The day after the City Council
voted to extend anti—discrimination
protection to homosexuals, oppo—
nents to the new law said they will
petition for a vote on the plan.
Council members said two years
of study and months of public
meetings convinced them that dis—
crimination is a legitimate problem
for Gays and Lesbians.
The new law, adopted Mar. 3,
adds sexual orientation, defined as
actual or perceived heterosexuality,
homosexuality, bisexuality and
asex uality, as a prohibited basis of
discrimination.
Opponents argued the ordinance
gives homosexuals special rights
by condoning and protecting their
lifestyle. One man accused city
leaders of "government tyranny"
— for endorsing the measure.

"I‘m sure it‘s going to be chal—
lenged," said
Rev. Ken
Stephens of Front Range Baptist
Church: "We do not need the ordi—
nance for a lifestyle which I believe
is a chosen lifestyle."
Opponents said they are gearing
up for a referendum on the contro—
versial law. To start the process, a —
notice of protest had to have been
filed by Mar. 13, said City Clerk
Wanda Krajicek.
Petitioners would have until
mid—April to collect 1,783 valid
signatures from registered voters
who live in the city.
The City Council could then re—
peal the ordinance, submit the mea—
sure to voters in a general election,
or call for a special election to settle
the matter.
A vote could be scheduled as
early as this summer, Krajicek said.
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Man

Sentenced To 30 Years

TYLER, Texas (AP) — A
Brownsboro man who bragged to
his friends about "queer—hunting"
was sentenced to 30 years in prison
and a $10,000 fine for shooting a
man just because he was Gay.
The case was the first test in
Smith County of the 1993 state
hate—crime law, assistant district
attorney Craig Schumacher said.

The panel of 10 women and two
men took about three hours
Wednesday to sentence Billy
Glenn Adams, who must serve at
least 15 years before he is eligible
for parole.
Adams pleaded guilty earlier
this week to aggravated assault as
a party in connection with the
wounding last April of Kevin

For Hate—crime Shooting

"I do accept your apologyfrom
Adams — who is not related to him _
— on Texas Highway 31 west of yesterday ... but I know from the
look on your face that day that your
Tyler.
act was intentional."
The shooting left the victim par—
The defendant says he does not
tially paralyzed in one arm.
remember most of the incident
"I take no personal pleasure in
because he was drunk, but he in—
the fact that you are going to prison.
sists it was not a hate crime. In ad—
I do not hate you," Kevin Adams
dition, his lawyer claimed
told his attacker in 114th District
codefendant James Dickerson was
Court.
the shooter and Adams was just the
driver.
Prosecutors said Adams told
others he had been "queer—hunting"
that night and bragged about do—
ing the shooting.
Because the incident was deter—
mined to be a hate crime, the range
of punishment increased from two
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Night.

to 20 years in prison to five to 99
years or life. The jury settled on 30
years.
Kevin Adams said he would
pray for the defendant and his fam—
ily, and hoped Glenn Adams would
get counseling and learn to be more
tolerant.
"When God looks at the world,
he doesn‘t see different groups ...
he sees one group, one race — the
human race," the victim said. "I
believe you have some redeeming
qualities."
f
Glenn Adams responded by say—
ing, "I‘m just sorry."
No trial date has been set for
Dickerson, who remains in cus—
tody.
Brownsboro is about 20 miles
west of Tyler.
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the
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Methodist Minister‘s Aquittal
OMAHA, Neb. (AP) — The
acquittal of Methodist minister
Jimmy Creech on charges that he
disobeyed church rules for per—
forming a Lesbian unity ceremony
was not meant to send a statement
about homosexuality, one of the
jurors in the church trial said.
The question of whether the ver—
dict would send a message to the
denomination came up during de—
liberations, but all 13 jurors agreed
that wasn‘t their task, the Rev.
Howard Bailey of Lexington said.
The decision "is going to be in—
terpreted all over the place," Bailey
told the Omaha World—Herald.
"But no, there was no attempt to
send a broader message."
The case was the first challenge
to United Methodist policy on ho—
mosexual marriage. The jury‘s de—
cision could shape how the 9.5
million—member denomination in—
terprets rules governing its treat—
ment of Gays.
The jury was made up of four
women and nine men, all ministers
from Nebraska. Eight voted against
Creech and five for him, but under
church law, nine guilty votes were
necessary for a conviction.
Creech could have lost his po—
sition as senior pastor of Omaha‘s
largest United Methodist Church
and been stripped of his ministe—
rial credentials.
Creech‘s counsel had argued

Not

End

Creech

in

Church Trial

Minden, another juror, said the de—
cision is not an authorization for
more United Methodist pastors to
perform same—sex commitment
services. "Just because this jury
voted this way doesn‘t mean the
next one will," he told the World—
Herald.
The verdict closes the case
against Creech, who returned to the
pulpit Mar. 15 at First United
Methodist Church. He has said he
would perform more same—sex cov—
enant services if asked.
Creech‘s supporters said the
church has undergone a revival be—

Still

Divides

cause of their pastor‘s leadership and
ministry. One member of his congre—
gation, Deb Keeney, said the church
would still try and become more in—
clusive — including to Gays and
Lesbians.
Some parishioners might decide
to leave as a result, Keeney said. "I
hope they can find a church they are

happy with," she said.
But some members of the congre—
gation who don‘t agree with Creech
are frustrated. They feel they belong
to a church where their views aren‘t
respected, said Fred Shultz.
"I don‘t know if anyone can heal
our church," Shultz said.

Bears Come Out of Hibernation
in

Memphls

Returns To Pulpit

OMAHA, Neb. (AP) —
Churchgoers gave a standing ova—
tion Mar. 15 to a Methodist minis—
ter found innocent of disobeying
church rules for performing a Les—
bian unity ceremony
"This is a real gift to me," the
Rev. Jimmy Creech said as he re—
turned to the pulpit at First United
Methodist Church. "I‘m very grate—
ful for the strong witness that you
have given me."
Creech had been suspended
from his post at Omaha‘s largest
United Methodist church since
Nov. 10.
In his sermon, Creech thanked
the 13—member jury — made up of
Nebraska Methodist ministers —

Narrow California

for its verdict Mar. 13.
"I don‘t know the implications
of their decision," Creech said.
"But I believe it‘s the beginning of
a reversal of growing hostility and
exclusion of Gays and Lesbians in
the United Methodist Church."
In all, Creech preached to about
600 people at threedifferent ser—
vices.
About 10 protesters stood out—
side the building denouncing what
they called the church‘s Gay
agenda. Some others carried signs
like one that read "Gay & Proud."
Creech said not all members of
the church were there to welcome
him back.
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Battle Against Anti—Gay

Discrimination
LOS ANGELES — Lambda
Legal Defense and Education Fund
deplored the Mar. 23 California
state Supreme Court ruling, which
held that the state‘s law does not
reach anti—Gay discrimination by
organizations like the Boy Scouts
of America.
Lambda, co—counsel in the case,
Curran v. Mount Diablo Council of
the Boy Scouts of America, empha—
sized that the court made a narrow
ruling that applies only to Califor—
nia and does not stop efforts against
the BSA‘s anti—Gay discrimination
elsewhere in the country.
"Although the decision applies
only to California law, it is a shame
that even one state tolerates blatant
discrimination by an important
American institution," said Jon W.
Davidson, supervising attorney for
the Lambda Western Regional Of—
fice in Los Angeles. He argued the
Curran case on Jan. 5, on behalf of
the ACLU Foundation of Southern
California, which is lead counsel.
"*A Scout is prejudiced‘ should
not be a 13th point of the Scout
law,"" Davidson said.
He added, "Discrimination by
the Boy Scouts is wrong, whether
it be the banishing of Gay people
and religious nonbelievers, or the

by Boy Scouts

organization‘s past racial segrega—
tion of troops and exclusion of
Japanese—American children after
World War II."
Filed in 1981, Curran was the
oldest pending challenge to the
BSA‘s exclusion of Gay men and
boys. The case asserted that the
BSA ban on all "known or avowed
homosexuals" violates California‘s
Unruh Civil Rights Act, which pro—
hibits discrimination by business
establishments in the state. The
state Supreme Court held that the
BSA is not a business establish—
ment subject to that law and can
therefore discriminate at will.
Said Evan Wolfson, senior staff
attorney for Lambda, which re—
cently won a New Jersey court de—
cision in another Scouts case
concerning anti—Gay discrimina—
tion, "We are very disappointed
that the California court failed to
see that California‘s law prohibits
discrimination by organizations
like the Boy Scouts of America.
The New Jersey court got it right
— members do not join the Scouts
to be part of an anti—Gay organiza—
tion; discrimination violates what
Scouting itself stands for. We are
hopeful that cases continuing
across the country will ultimately

topple BSA‘s anti—Gay policy."
Wolfson referred to a powerful
Mar. 2 ruling by a New Jersey ap—
pellate court against the BSA
policy excluding Gays. He is lead
counsel in that case, Dale v. Boy
Scouts of America, which concerns
a former Eagle Scout who was ex—
pelled from a council in New Jer—
sey for being Gay. BSA is
appealing that case to the New Jer—
sey Supreme Court.
Lambda is the oldest and larg—
est Lesbian and Gay legal organi—
zation and has its headquarters in
New York and regional offices in
Los Angeles, Chicago and Atlanta.
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Lambda:

that the Methodist Book of
Discipline‘s Social Principles are
pastoral guidelines, not binding
rules. Included in those principles
is a ban on "homosexual unions."
The church had maintained that the
ban was worded strongly enough
to make it law.
The Rev. Dale Lambert, a juror
from Plymouth, said jurors turned
to a sentence in a preface of the
Social Principles. It states the prin—
ciples are "intended to be instruc—
tive and persuasive." According to
Lambert, "that sentence is key."
The Rev. M. Manick Samuel of

Chicago — no
Los Angeles

Pride Institute at Solutions
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Five Divas of Disco to Perform at

Same—Sex Dispute May

South Carolina Gay Pride Fes tival
against "family values" and refused
Robinson ("Turn The Beat
to allow the outdoor concert at its
MYRTLE BEACH, S.C. (AP)
Around"),
Sister
Sledge
("We
Are
entertainment
complex.
— The disco ball will be spinning
Family"), and Gloria Gaynor ("I
Concert tickets are $25 each and
during the Gay and Lesbian pride
Will Survive").
may can be purchased by calling
festival this spring. /
Deney Terrio, who hosted
Celebrations at (803) 444—3500,
The five Divas of Disco will
Dance
Fever,
will
be
the
concert
Revolutions Retro at (803) 444—
perform May 2 at Doug Shaw Me—
emcee.
8032, or the Pride98 switchboard
morial Stadium, Grand Strand
The Village People originally
at (803) 272—3341. Gates open at 3
nightclub owners said Tuesday.
were to perform at Broadway at the
p.m. May 2 and the five—hour con—
Performers will include Alicia
Beach.
But
Burroughs
&
Chapin
cert starts at 4 p.m.
Bridges ("I Love The Nightlife"),
Co. Inc., one of the area‘s largest
Thelma Houston ("Don‘t Leave
«
landowners, said the festival goes
Me This Way"), Vicki Sue

60 Minutes Wrestles with
On Mar. 1, a 60 Minutes segment
with Leslie Stahl began with the
question, "What happens when your
son tells you he‘s Gay and doesn‘t
want to be?"
b
Stahl then introduced an anti—
Gay radical religious group called
Exodus "which claims to change the
sexual orientation of Gay people,
with a course of Bible study, behav—
iorai modification and peer counsel—
ing."
They present a "PFOX" (Parents
and Friends of Ex—Gays) meeting
where several parents ask what they
did to "make" their children Gay.
The main PFOX mom inter—
viewed is so ashamed that she re—
mains in shadow with her voice
disguised. Her son has been inExo—

Issue of "Ex—Gays"

dus for two years and she claims he
is happier now.
She stated her stereotypical view
on being Gay: "It‘s the end of life
as far as I‘m concerned.... you‘ve
no family, no children, no life....God
didn‘t make anybody Gay."
Then the show featured John
Polk, a current spokesman for Exo—
dus (The two founders of the orga—
nization have long since condemned
the organization and become com—
fortable with their real sexual ori—
entation.)
Polk has been married for four
years to a "former" Lesbian and they
have one child. Stahl asked for Exo—
dus‘ success rate, but they refuse
to provide it.
_ Next, Doug, an openly Gay man,
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related his own experience with two
exorcisms and five years of reli—
gious—based "conversion therapy"
without success.
He told Stahl that, "Being an ex—
Gay is like being an ex—Black."
Stahl then focused on a woman
who eventually went to PFLAG
(Parents, Friends and Families of
Lesbians and Gays), found herself
among other parents who care
deeply about their children, and is
now president of a PFLAG chapter.
The closing shot was of her at
last year‘s Youth Pride Day telling
the crowd "I am a proud mom of a
Gay son, and I am here to tell you,
you are not alone."
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Kentucky

Marriage Bill

By Mark R Cheligren
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
simmering philosophical dispute
over same—sex marriage may, have
torpedoed legislation that would
have restricted marriage among
children under the age of 16.
Rep. Barbara Colter, a child—
bride herself, has labored through—
out the General Assembly to place
some restrictions on marriage for
children. She filed her legislation
on Jan. 6, the first day of the ses—
sion. She finally wompassage in the
House a month later by a voteof
90—3.
The bill was scheduled for a
vote in the Senate on Mar. 9. But
on Mar. 6, Sen. Tim Philpot filed
an amendment that would outlaw
marriage between people of the
same sex. Philpot could call the
amendment for a vote and attach it
to Colter‘s bill.
The result was Colter‘s bill was
sent by Senate Majority Floor
Leader David Karem back to the
Rules Committee, where it could
theoretically stay for the remainder
of the session.
Colter said she feared her pro—

SPRING

posal would get caught up in the
same—sex marriage debate. Colter
said she had appealed to her fellow
Republicans in the Senate to let her
proposal stand on its own.
"I went to them and asked them
not to do that," Colter said. "Now,
I don‘t know that my bill will get
passed at all."
The House has already been
caught up in an emotional skirmish
over same—sex marriages. .,
House Majority Floor Leader
Greg Stumbo, who has vowed to
do all he can to block the legisla—
tion, sent it a few weeks ago to a
committee where it would likely
die. But Rep. Sheldon Baugh com—
plained, compared Stumbo to Karl
Marx and successfully had the bill
sent to the Judiciary Committee,
where it was approved.
Now Baugh‘s bill is effectively
in Stumbo‘s control because he de—
termines when bills get called for
votes in the House. And a fight may
loom there.
But now Colter‘s proposal may
have gotten caught up in the dis—
pute. It would prohibit marriage
between people under 16 unless the
female is pregnant and a court or—
der is obtained.

PICNIC

April 25th
11a.m — 3p.m. at Plough Park
Drawingfor Prizes and Silent Auction
— Soft drinks and food will be sold (or bring your own picnic)
Bring your friends and "family" for hiking, frisbee, croquet,
volleyball, fishing, basketball and fun in the great outdoors
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Pride

Special thanks to the following donors: Susan Taranto, Chet Overstreet,
Bill Hanley, Lee Watson, Meristem, Arizona, Flashback, B.J. Massengill,
Lavender Earth, WEVL, Body Shop Tanning, Memphis NOW, & Richard Stills

Pride T—shirts displaying the 1998 logo and theme (upper left) will be sold. 100 percent cotton, T—color. $15.00
Mark Your Calendars: Memphis Pride Parade, June 20
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Universities Grapple with
By Victoria Brett
Associated Press Writer
PORTLAND, Maine (AP) —
University of Maine sophomore
Casey Belanger sat down at the
computer in his dorm room and
typed a nasty, threatening message
to a fellow student he had never
met.
s
"I‘m gonna shoot you in the
back of the (expletive) head if I
ever see your faggot ass," he wrote
last fall, inadvertently sending it to
campus computer bulletin boards.
A week later, the state attorney
general slapped the 19—year—old
from Caribou with a hate crime
lawsuit, accusing him of violating
the civil rights of homosexuals.
"I don‘t even know the guy,"
said Belanger, a student on the
campus in Orono, 2 1/2 hours north
of Portland. "I was just mouthing
off."
On the Internet and through e—
mail, threats and offensive jokes fly
through cyberspace between
anonymous users, often without
repercussions. But not on college
and university computer networks.
"Universities are concerned
about libel and slander," said Peter
Burke, an attorney in the corporate
technology practice group at
Powell, Goldstein, Frazer &
Murphy, an Atlanta and Washing— —
ton law firm. "By operating e—mail
systems, does the university be—
come responsible for what gets
posted there?"
In some cases, Burke said, uni—
versities and colleges are walking
the tightrope between censorship
and free speech.
At Bates College, a student
signed onto the computer network
on the Lewiston campus last year
and typed a obscenity—laced mes—
sage saying she hated white people.
The college condemned the
message, calling it "offensive and
divisive," and the Hate Crimes and
Bias Committee responded with a
memo: "This incident has brought
to our attention the fact that stu—
dents have previously posted sex—
ist, racist, homophobic and
similarly offensive language. We
view this as utterly inappropriate

Free Speech, Taste in Governing Computers

in any context."
But what some may say is of—
_ fensive, others argue is free speech,
Burke said. "Do we have people
deciding what ideas are good or
bad? Don‘ t say that; it might offend
somebody? We‘d rather you speak
good ideas so everyone is happy?"
he said.
I
At Cornell University in Ithaca,
N.Y., four freshmen sent a deroga—
tory "joke" about women to their
friends through e—mail. The mes—
sage was sent in 1995 to 20 of the
students‘ friends, who then passed
it along to countless Internet e—mail
addresses, prompting angry re—
sponses from across the country.
Cornell considered disciplining
the four; instead, they were re—
quired to attend rape awareness
classes.
At the University of North Caro—
lina, officials closed an e—mail ac—
count belonging to a former student
after a racist message from that
account was posted on at least 10
Internet news groups. Anyone
reading the "joke" about "Why all
blacks should go back to Africa"
could see that it originated at the
university.
%
And at Virginia Tech, a student
was punished for posting a note on
the World Wide Web page of a Gay
organization that suggested Gay
men be castrated and killed.
Because of incidents like these,
colleges across the country are
looking into computer—use policies,
said David Merkowitz, a spokes—
man for the American Council on
Education.
"Some universities are overre—
acting. Theyre treating electronic
mail differently than they would
treat communications using a pen
and paper," said Barry Steinhardt,
president of the Electronic Frontier
Foundation, a San Francisco—based
online civil liberties organization.
At America Online, its 10 mil—
lion subscribers mustagree to the
terms of service: No obscenities, no _
threatening, no harassing.
If they fail to comply, they lose —
their account, and in some in—
stances law enforcement is alerted.
AOL learns about violations
mainly through other members, but
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Memphis Area Gay Youth

Peer support and discussion group
Call: 355—MAGY
email: uja—duban@cc.memphis.edu
website:

www.geocitiestcom/westhollywood/1 772/

it does not reprimand users for the
quality of their e—mail jokes, nor
does it monitor them.
"There is an infinite amount of
information and communication
within the AOL community. There .
is no way to monitor each and ev—
ery word, nor should we," said
AOL spokeswoman Trish Prim—
rose.
In general, private corporations
are more concerned about e—mail
content, Steinhardt said, and com—
pany e—mail is probably more
closely monitored than at—colleges
and universities.
"Private companies pretty much
have a carte blanche to control the
use of their own resources," he
said. But public universities can—
not punish students for what they
say on the campus computer net—
work, unless the mail constitutes a
violation of the law, like the
Belanger case.
The incident at the University of
Maine started when Belanger said
he "disliked fags" on his "résumé"
on a student bulletin board. That
prompted a barrage of anonymous
e—mail, he said.
He sent the threatening message
to the person he thought was send—
ing the anonymous messages. But
his message ended up going to 10
other students as well as the Gay/
Lesbian/Bisexual public confer—
ence folder and three other com—
puter folders.
Soon after, students alerted
campus security, who then for— —:
warded the matter to police and the
Attorney General‘s Office. "It all
just got blown out of proportion,"
Belanger said.
Belanger was ordered to serve
30 hours of community service by
the university, which suspended his
computer account. The state
waived a $5,000 fine and had
Belanger sign an injunction prom—

ising he would not harass or
threaten others.
Belanger said he would never
have said in—person what he wrote
hidden behind his screen name. "It
was just a spur of the moment
thing. Given the opportunity, I
would definitely go back and re—
word it."
5
Maine Attorney General An—
drew Ketterer said there‘s an easy

way to know when certain speech
is inappropriate, and possibly ille—
gal: No one should be placed in fear
or scared by a message they receive
through their computer.
"I think that people may say,
‘Hey, I got a First Amendment
right to say whatever I want.‘ But
what they‘ve got to realize it does
not include the right to threaten,"
he said.
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.Andthe angel answered
and said unto the women,
"Fear not ye: for I know that ye seek Jesus,
which was crucified.
He is not here: for He is risen, as He said."
Matthew 28:5—6 KJV
Join us for worship as we share in His Love!
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8:30 p.m.
$5 entry fee
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Mr. Gay Tennessee All—American 1998
501— Club — 111 North Claybrook — (901) 274—8655
Friday, June 12, 1998
Official Entry Form
Name:

Age:

Address
Zip:
Hm Ph:

Wk Ph:

All entries must be received by Friday, June 5, 1998. $75.00 entry fee must accompany
entry form. Contestant packets will be mailed after entry form and fee have been
received. Send to Mike Smith, 501 Club, 111 North Claybrook, Memphis, TN 38104.
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York Stage
Padlock Bill Kept Depictions of Gays and Lesbians Off New
which I must return captive, de—
spite myself," she tells Jacques.
Critics in Paris hailed the play
In the 1990s, Broadway plays
as a masterpiece when it debuted
with Gay characters and content,
there in March 1926, and French
like Angels in America and Rent,
florists, reported a sudden and
have won Pulitzer Prizes and
overwhelming shortage of vio—
Tony Awards. But 71 years ago,
lets. But when imported to this
three plays with only subtle queer
country, The Captive‘s subject
content caused an uproar that re—
matter horrified critics, particu—
sulted in the passage of the "Pad—
larly Brooks Atkinson, the influ—
lock" Bill in the New York State
ential New York Times drama
Assembly. This law — passed in
critic, who labeled the theme
the midst of Prohibition — barred
"twisted" and "revolting." The
the presentation of homosexual—
"loathsome
possibility,"
ity in Broadway productions and
Atkinson wrote, of an intimate re—
remained on the state‘s books for
lationship between two women is
the next 40 years.
"never mentioned, scarcely
The brouhaha started with the
hinted at, [yet it] hangs over the
opening of the play The Captive
drama like a black pall." Arthur
at the Empire Theater in New
Hornblow ranted in Theater
York City in September 1926.
Magazine that The Captive was
Originally written in French by
"a sad commentary on the deca—
Edouard Bourdet and titled La
dent times in which we live."
Prisonniere, The Captive con—
All the controversy stirred up
cerns the intense relationship be—
by the press made audiences
tween a married woman, Irene,
swarm to the theater, where many
and another female character,
were baffled by the subtle treat—
Madame d‘Aiguines, who never
ment of the play‘s theme. Still,
appears onstage but pursues Irene
they gave thunderous ovations to
by sending her bunches of violets
the play‘s stars, Basil Rathbone,
as signs of her affection. Bourdet
wrote the play from the perspec— who later achieved movie fame as
Sherlock Holmes, and Helen
tive of Irene‘s husband, Jacques,
Menken, a respected stage actress
and saw it as "the story of a man‘s
married to Humphrey Bogart. The
great sorrow," not as an explora—
Captive.—was that season‘s hottest
tion of Lesbian love. Irene finds
show, carrying a whopping $5
her own Sapphic infatuation ap—
ticket price when most plays cost
palling: "It‘s like a prison to
What was the "Padlock" Bill?

@R
B.

less than half that. The New York
Herald Tribune reported long
lines to buy tickets, which scalp—
ers offered for as much as $25
apiece.
The real trouble started when
the press learned that two other
"immoral" plays were set to open
on Broadway in early 1927. The
Drag and Sex, both written and

D

A

ers, actors, and playwrights met
to discuss ways to "purify" their
work to avoid official sanctions.
But the New York district attor—
ney felt pressured by conserva—
tive religious groups, including
the Catholic Church, to take di—
rect action. On the evening of
Feb. 9, 1927, police raided The
Captive and Sex (The Drag had

V

produced by screen siren Mae
West, featured Gay male charac—
ters, who were generally consid—
ered even more objectionable
than Lesbian ones. Interestingly,
neither of these plays depicted
homosexuality in a positive fash—
ion. In fact, West — whose style
would later be copied by many a
drag queen — hoped that her plays
would "call attention to a tragic
waste of life that is spreading into
modern society."
Local politicians began dis—
cussing the need for censorship
of "sex perversion" in Broadway
plays. Mayor Jimmy Walker cau—
tioned producers to keep plays
"clean." Committees of produc—

MEANS

not yet opened), arresting the pro—
ducers and casts of both. "Most
of the actors became hysterical,"
Menken later recalled. Because
she was a friend of the mayor‘s,
however, he sent his personal
limousine to escort her to night
court.
West avoided prosecution by
agreeing to close Sex immediately
and to call off production of The
Drag. But Gilbert Miller, pro—
ducer of The Captive, was deter—
mined to keep his show running,
and it did in fact play for five
more performances after the raid.
Miller‘s bosses finally pressured
him to close down, which he did
to great financial loss — $80,000

NEw

in box—office revenue had to be
returned to ticket holders. In the
trial that followed, a judge le—
niently ruled that the treatment of
The Captive‘s subject matter was
delicate and artistic, though suit—
able only for mature audiences.
Plans to revive The Captive
failed, however, because the state
assembly rushed through a bill
proposed by the district attorney.
The so—called "Padtock" Bill
passed on Apr. 6, 1927, making
it a misdemeanor to produce or
participate in any play "depicting
or dealing with the subject of
sexual degeneracy or sex perver—
sion." In addition, any theater in
which such a play appeared
risked losing its operating license
— hence, the nickname "padlock."
Though it was not strictly en—
forced, the Padlock Bill encour—
aged a measure of self—censorship
in the theater community, result—
ing in decades of plays with clos—
eted Lesbian and Gay characters
from The Children‘s Hour to Tea
and Sympathy. The Padlock Bill
remained on the state‘s books un—
til the revision of the penal code
in 1967.
David Bianco, M.A. is the au—
thor of Modern Jewish History
for Everyone. He can be reached
care of this publication or at
AriBianco@aol.com. For more
Past Out, visit www.Gay.net.
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holy day. We
especially encourage newcomers to worship with
us on this special day.

Join us as we celebrate the Easter

ate
Safe Harbor — MCC in Jackson will celebr
Easter April 11th.

Come

experience

Call 901—427—1500 for details.

the

Safe

unconditional LOVE

Harbor

—

of God

IN

ACTION,

Metropolitan Community Church

P.O. Box 41691, Memphis, TN

38174 * (901) 458—0501 « SafeHMCC@aol.com

Worship: Sundays at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m.
Meets in the "Chapel of the Good Shepherd"
Union Avenue U.M.C. at Union and Cooper (Use the Union Avenue entrance.)
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Happy to Hear
By Butch Valentine

reach 0.08% after drinking

our witless wonders in Nash—

two six—ounce glasses of wine

ville will try to change our na—

baldness.
:
Sad to say... Pills! Pills!

in an hour; a 170—pound man

tional bird from the bald eagle

Pills! I get so tired of eating

would reach that level after
consuming four bottles of

to the spread eagle.

them I could scream, but I just

_—Sad to say... Got an itch?
Scientific research has found

take a deep breath and remind
myself that these pills are my

a miniscule, eight—legged mite
called Demodex follicularum,

friends. A lack of compliance
with the complicated drug—

beer in an hour. Fair warning
when it becomes law... Be—

Sad to say... El Nino! I‘ m
so tired of this lousy, rainy
\ weather. By this time last year
I was working on my tan.

7446 for more info, —or me at

ware of the cops who prey on

272—0855 and I‘ll fill you in.

Gays as they leave their bars.

a common eye—brow mite,

taking schedules is the main

Sad to say... Or is it?

could play a role in baldness.

Teason patients fail their HIV
drug therapy.

Try it...you‘ll like it.
Sad to say... Our state leg—

Fewer parents are choosing

While such mites were known

Happy to hear... It should

islators are at it again in Nash—

circumcision

their

to cause mange in animals,

Happy to hear... The phar—

be called La Nina because it‘ s

ville. These people really

bambinos, opting for the

they were only recently found

maceutical companies are lis—

for

have too much time on their

"turtle neck"instead of the

on the scalps of balding men

tening. research is underway

Sad to say... Did you no—

hands! A Senate committee

"crew neck."

thanks to the invention of a

tice there were hardly any

has approved a proposal to

powerful hand—held micro—

to determine if a stronger,
twice—a—day dosage is as ef—

AIDS ribbons worn during

ban the sale of sex toys such

ish

and Muslim parents,

scope. They thrive in the se—

fective as the currently rec—

the recent Acadamy Awards?
Happy to hear... THE Man

as "phallic—shaped vibrators,"
whips, muzzles and chains. It

there‘s no decision as it is

bum, the oily secretions of the

ommended three times—a—day

mandated by their religion.

scalp. That sounds attractive.

— Jack Nicholson, recipient
of the Oscar for Best Actor for

would also require adult busi—
nesses to close at 1 a.m.

Nothing but crew necks in the

Happy to hear... Help is

his role in As Good As It Gets

Happy to hear... Will we

been a real bitch!

Happy to hear... For Jew—

Middle East.
on the way in the form of a
Sad to say... Tens of thou— special new shampoo. How—

routine. I‘ve got my fingers
crossed on this one.
Sad to say... Speaking of
quitting smoking...a doctor

— hasn‘t forgotten us and

see Gays browsing for fun

sands of new HIV infections

ever, the principal cause of

was examining a patient, and

proudly wore his ribbon.

stuff at Petcare? Will the veg—

could be prevented through

baldness is still genetic. In the

he discovers the guy was

True, not many people are

etable and fruit aisles at The

needle—exchange programs.

January issue of Science, re—

wearing a nicotine patch on

wearing their ribbons nowa—

Pig become crowded after 3

The administration won‘t do

searchers reported isolating

his penis.

days, but it is the quality, not

a.m.? Kind of doubt it...I

anything for fear of being

the gene that causes one to be

Happy to hear... It must

the quantity, of those who do.

hope! In the meantime, let‘s

viewed as being soft on drugs.

follically impaired. This dis—

work. The patient claimed he

You can‘t get much better

be thankful our state legisla—

They should worry about ap—

covery

only had a few butts that day.

than Jack.

tors are only part—time. Just

pearing to be soft in the head.

bioengineered remedy for

to say... The Califor—

imagine the damage these

Secretary of Health Donna

nia Supreme Court ruled that

witless wonders could do if

Shahala is proof—positive that

the Boy Scouts of America

they were full—timers.

small minds are dangerous.

can exclude Gays as well as
agnostics and atheists because
it is a private group not cov—

Sad to say... And our lead—
ers in Washington usually

Happy to hear... President
Clinton‘s own AIDS advisors

ered by the state‘s civil rights
law.
Happy to hear... A ruling
earlier in the month by a di—
vided New Jersey state ap—

"phallic—shaped vibrators"

Presidential Council on HIV/

don‘t cause death (you only

AIDS. "Our patience is ex—

Scouts cannot exclude mem—

feel

hausted," states Dr. Scott Hitt,

bers because of sexual orien—
tation. I‘ m so confused I don‘t

heaven), our buds in Wash—

a committee member who

ington are turning their atten—

treats HIV/AIDS patients in

know whether to brush my

tion to drunk driving. The

Los Angeles. Now the ques—

nose or pick my teeth.

Senate voted to set a tough na—

tion is, "Will she or won‘t

Sad to say... I‘ m up to 175
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she" finally do something.

lbs. on this Oxadrin drug

ing when a driver is legally

Sad to say... Sex, sex, sex!

study, but I must admit some

drunk — a blood alcohol level

Everything revolves around

of the weight gain is because

of 0.08%. It is currently

sex. Did you know Americans

I quit smoking. According the
the pros at the Baptist

0.10% in Tennessee, Missis—
sippi and Arkansas. FYI: A

have more sex than any other

Healthplex where I work out,
only a 7—pound gain occurs

120—pound woman would
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Every once in a while they hit
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naturally when one quits
smoking.
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like—you‘ve gone to

nationality?
Happy to hear... Maybe
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this Oxandrin. My counts are
Fantasy Warehouse #1 (North)
791 N. White Station Rd. (Open 24 hours) « 683—9649
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as well as my energy level.
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Aphrodite Turns Twenty, Tsarus Turns Twenty—One

by Vincent Astor
That headline just appeared out
of nowhere.
Pride Notes
The awesome news of the
month is the agreement between
Memphis Pride and the Hard Rock
Cafe on Beale for Hard Rock‘s par—
ticipation in Pride events. You
heard me. Hard Rock will cater the
Pride Picnic at Plough Park (oops,
did it again) on Sat., Apr. 25, from
11 a.m. to 3 p.m. Food may be
bought or picnic baskets brought
along. There will be music (hope—
fully not all of the thump—thump
genre) and sporting events. It is
worth mentioning that the first re—
corded Pride event in Memphis his—
tory was a picnic in Audubon Park
in 1976. Picnics have been part of
Pride Week many times, but this
year‘s Picnic has moved to a spot
and purpose of its own.
Flotsam and Jetsam
Lorenz is the name of Boyce
and Jerry‘s new location adjacent
to Bill‘s where WKRB used to be.
If you can‘t use those directions to
find it, you must be new to
Mayumphiyus. The bar hasn‘t
changed too much, but the
munchies for which the Alternative

Restaurant was known are sched—
uled to return. Woofy is the late
night DJ. It‘s nice to know that the
Alternative closed due to the end
of the lease and the beginning of a
new opportunity on Madison, and
not due to unpleasant circum—
stances.
Next door at
Bill‘s, Lilly Chris—
tine and Laura Lee
Love have taken to
turning up to do a
show now and
then, just to keep
the ole sequins lu—
bricated. Neither
Lady A. nor I have
been by yet, but re—
ports indicate it is
not merely a whiff
of the old glamor
but a refreshing
change from the usual.
Aphrodite turns 20 this year and
will celebrate beginning with An
Evening of Entertainment on Sun.,
Apr. 26, at Madison Flame at 8:30
p.m.
:
Congratulations to Tamia
Collins, the new Miss J—Wag‘s.
Special entertainment at the pag—
eant was presented by Pinkie
LaDouche, the personal drag prin—

cess of the Wake Up Crew.
Misty McEntire gave her most
prestigious awards to China Fox
(Horizon Award), Shelby: Lynn
Starr (Entertainer of the Year, Most
Supportive Entertainer), Tsarus
(Hall of Fame) and Tommy Stewart
;
f
(<~E +f &
Achieve —
ment).. The
large array of
performers
included our
dear —sister
Le s —l—1~e
Cartier. An
ample buffet
was served
before
the
S
show and the
room at Au—
tumn Street
Pub
was
decorated with elegance and taste.
Arizona provided the food which
included a very nicely appointed
salad selection and mounds of
chocolate—dipped strawberries.
Table service was efficient and
pleasant. It might not be amiss to
have a few more of these dinner/
entertainment functions such as
Man of the Year and Beyond Tea.
You don‘t have to pay $100 a plate
to have good food in elegant sur—
roundings.
Congreatulations to Dennis
Belski, a.k.a. Melina, will be cel—
ebrating 29 years with her main
man Stack on April 12. Melina and
Scotty will be switching Amnesia‘s
for the White Party at the Palm
Springs location.

Historic Preservation
Part II
Last month, the Memphis Pink
Palace Museum accepted two ex—
amples of the work of the late Kris
F. Hanley, costumer for Opera
Memphis and costumer for several
of the club balls of the 1970s and
80s. Kris died of heart failure sud—
denly three years ago. Part of the.
recorded history of the costumes is
that they were made for Gay/Les—
bian events.
One costume was made for the
last queen of GOPS (Gays On Pop—
lar Street) in 1981 and another was
made for a Pride River Ride in the
1980s. The first, "Titania," has
been seen only a half a dozen times,
including an appearance in Old
Hash, Memphis‘ first AIDS ben—
efit, in 1983. The second is a re—
production of a Walter Plunkett
design from Gone With The Wind
and was used in Pride events, ben—
efit shows and the first MGLCC
Mardi Gras ball. The costumes
were donated with their histories
intact in memory of the designer.
They will be part of the permanent
collection of costumes at the Pink
Palace and are the first Gay arti—
facts in any of the museums col—
lections.
b
Moving Right Along
It may now be announced that
Rick Bray‘s Farewell to Memphis
Bash is scheduled for Mon., Apr.
20, at (where else) Molly‘s La
Casita on Madison from 5 until
close. We anticipate that the bronze
plaque on the table he has fre—
quented for so many years will be
unveiled that evening, and it should
be a glorious mix of radical femi—

The Caring Center
As other denominations

Tuesday Nights 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.

nists, activist feminists, closet
feminists and plain old garden va—
riety women‘s libbers with a few
tired old queens thrown in for good
measure. It is our earnest wish that
there will be a couple of unattached
male cowboy types just to make it
perfect.
After over a decade as a role
model for activists, Rick has taken
a position with Harvest Bakery and
Natural Foods in Jackson Hole,
Wy. His status as role model is for—
ever affirmed as he has been openly
Gay while working in city planning
for the Shelby County government
for more than 1 1 years. He did it at
City Hall, I do it at Union Planters,
scores of others do it all over. Think
about it for yourself.
We read with some regret that
Meristem Books and Gifts is up for
sale. Audrey May, a woman of
great conviction and drive, is mov—
ing on to new prospects. After eight
years, she has seen Meristem be—
come a focal point for the women‘s
and Gay/Lesbian community. Mer—
istem, besides being a gentle wel—
coming point of light, has served
as the primary ticket outlet for most
of the Gay/Lesbian special events
of the past eight years. Meristem
was Grand Marshal of the 1994
Pride Parade and has lent her sup—
port to hundreds of causes.
We wish long, renewed life for
Meristem and new horizons for
Audrey when the time comes.
Blessed be.
Other Stuff
I lent my best tailcoat to some—
body a couple of years ago. Did any
of our Gentle Readers forget to re—
turn it?
Oh, by the way, Tsarus will cel—
ebrate its 21st anniversary at its
annual AIDA run the first week—
end in May.

— located at First Congregational Church
tell you "No,"

Watkins at Eastmoreland one block south of Union

we continue to proclaim

Theraputic Touch Services to the HIV/AIDS

a joyous "YES !"

_community, those with catastrophic iliness,
and caregivers, call 278—6786 for information
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An Open and Affirming Church
celebrating the image of God in every person
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Done Gone
Southern Country‘s Lucky 7
Hoedown. I guess it was a success.
The annual St. Patrick‘s Invita—
tional Bowling Tournament. Guess
it happened, nobody told TJN.
Guess it was successful, nobody
told TIN. We can‘t be everywhere,
_you know.
:
Coming Attractions
Miss Backstreet, Thurs., Apr. 16.
MGLCC‘s second annual
Twinkie Museum Film Festival,
co—sponsored by University of
Memphis BGALA. Admission is
free and it will be held April 17—19
in the Psychology Auditorium at
the University of Memphis. Films
will be shown both afternoon and
evening with repeat performances.

Suite 2518
100 N. Main Street
Come and Visit Us!
Sundays at 9:00 & 10:30 am; Wednesdays at 6:00 pm
246 South Watkins » 278—6786 phone; 278—2071 fax
Rev. Cheryl Cornish, pastor
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Final Round
If we are even fewer places than
usual next month it‘s because we:
are abroad. Of course we intend to
brag about it.
Tata.
V.A.

IZE
EPF
<
By Simon

LeVay,

Ph.D.

Effects of Same—Sex Relationship on
Rearing

Children

A few decades ago, the great
majority of children were born to
married male—female couples, and
it was widely believed that such
families offered the best possible
environment in which a child could
grow up. Since the sexual revolu—
tion of the 1960s, however, there
has been a dramatic increase in out—
of—wedlock parenting, single
parenting, and divorce. Most re—
cently, the much publicized
"Gayby boom" has raised even
more questions about child devel—
opment in non—traditional families,
and a number ofstudies have been
conducted to answer them. Let‘s
take a look at two studies, one from
Britain and the other from the U.S.,
both of which are concerned with
Lesbian parenting.
The British study, published in
1997, was conducted by child psy—
chologist Susan Golombok and her
colleagues at London‘s City Uni—
versity. They studied three groups
of children: those raised from in—
fancy in traditional heterosexual
families, those raised by a single
heterosexual mother, and those
raised by a Lesbian mother (single
or in a Lesbian relationship). The
children averaged about six years
of age at the time of the study.
The main differences were
found between the children raised
with and without a father, regard—
less of whether the mother was het—
erosexual ‘or Lesbian. In the
fatherless families, mothers were
warmer toward their children, but
also had more serious conflicts
with them. In other words, the
whole mother—child relationship
was more intense without a father
present. By some measures, the
mother—child relationship was even
closer when the mother was Les—
bian.
On the negative side, the chil—
dren raised without a father had sig—
nificantly lower self—esteem than
those who had fathers. This was not
just a matter of having only one
parent instead of two, because the
children raised by Lesbian couples
were no different from those raised
by single women. The positive ef—
fect of a father on a child‘s self—
esteem has been documented in
other studies: children raised pri—
marily by their fathers actually
show higher self—esteem and
greater intellectual performance
than children raised by both a fa—
ther and a mother!
This beneficial effect of having
a father may be a direct conse—

(sometimes the sperm donor) who
could be involved in the child‘s
upbringing. When asked. what
qualities this male role model
should show, however, the women
mentioned sensitivity, empathy,
thoughtfulness and morality—
qualities that are generally better
developed in women than in men.
The children are wow around 10
years old. Gartrell has not yet pub—
lished any findings about these
children, but she told me that they
are thriving. About one third of the
parents have broken up, but in these
cases both parents have continued
to play an active parental role.
Longitudinal studies of this kind
carry the promise of providing
uniquely useful information about
individual development. When the
project is complete, we will know
a lot more about the life histories
of people born to Lesbians by arti—
ficial insemination. Unfortunately
the study has two limitations. Un—
like the British study, it includes no
comparison groups of heterosexual
two—parent or single—parent fami—
lies, so the results are bound to be
descriptive rather than analytical.
Gartrell told me that comparisons
of this kind are not meaningful,
because only Lesbians are stigma—
tized. But surely one wants to know
the total effect of Lesbian parenting

quence of the way a father typically
treats his children (such as his be—
ing more authoritative). Another
possibility, however, is thatit re—
sults from the generally higher sta—
tus of men than women in
society—a status that young chil—
dren may be made aware of in a
variety of ways. Future studies may
distinguish between these possibili—
ties. It would also be desirable to
know whether this difference in
self—esteem in early childhood per—
sists into adulthood and has so—
cially significant consequences, or
is a transitory phenomenon.
The U.S. study is the "National
Lesbian Family Study," led by
Nanette Gartrell, an associate pro—
fessor of psychiatry at UCSF Medi—
cal Center. In the late 1980s, the
researchers recruited 84 Lesbian
families, most of which were
headed by a Lesbian couple, one
of whom became pregnant by do—
nor insemination. The plan is to
follow the mothers and children
until the children are adult.
The study‘s first report was de—
voted to the parents‘ attitudes and
plans before the children were
born. Interestingly, most of the
women believed that children
needed good—role models of both
sexes. These women were gener—
ally planning to identify a man

on children, stigma and all.
Second, by choosing to focus on
Lesbians who have children by ar—
tificial insemination, the research—
ers have necessarily ended up with
a sample of mostly affluent, well—
educated, white women. The
broader experience of Lesbian
motherhood will go unexamined.
Thus, there is plenty of room for
further longitudinal studies that
focus on Lesbians who are less
well—off or who belong to minori—
ties — and for studies of Gay fa—
thers as well.
Simon LeVay, Ph.D.; is well—
knownfor his research on the "Gay
brain." He is the author of The
Sexual Brain, City of Friends (with
Elisabeth Nonas), and Queer Sci—
ence (MIT Press, 1996), and the
biomedical thriller Albrick‘s Gold
(Richard Kasak Books, 1997). He
may
be
reached
at
SLeVay@aol.com.: For more
Queer Science columns, visit
www. Gay.net.
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Cross—dresser

Arrested

in

Fabulair

Bizarre

Coninued from Page 1
Football

Scheme —

BATON ROUGE, La. (AP) —
A

cross—dresser

college

football

who

posed

recruiter

as a

and

his

female assistant lured high school
athletes to a church gymnasium and —
performed a sex act on one of them,
police said.
Cpl. Don Kelly said the suspect
told

investigators he‘d played the

role many times. While dressed as
a woman,
ments

he took body measure—

from

football

players

and

said he needed them for recruiting
purposes, Kelly said.
"He told us he‘s been doing this
for years," Kelly said. "That appar—
ently

gave

him

some

thrill

to

do

that."
Police don‘t know if any sexual
activity

occurred

in

the

other en—

counters, Kelly said.
Tommy McDowell Jr., 44 was
arrested Mar. 4 at Dufrocq Elemen—

tary School, where school officials
said he was a substitute lunchroom
worker.
McDowell, who was on parole
for a forgery conviction, was
booked for crime against nature
and held on $250,000 bail.
McDowell had obtained the
home phone numbers of three
Ponchatoula High School players
by calling their coach, Kelly said.
Principal Lawrence Thompson
said both he and his coach were
fooled, even though the impostor
called the school collect.
‘"He sounded like a pro. He was
evidently good because he fooled
us all," Thompson said. "The par—
ents bought it hook, line and sinker.
They are enraged. The jeopardy
that these kids were in was mind—
boggling."
Kelly said McDowell claimed

~"traveling companions."
Our sky caps, muscles bulging
under their Raymond Dragon uni—
forms, will check your luggage. We
allow five pieces, not two, and no
extra charge for golf clubs, ladies.
You Know

he was Ray Williams, a coach and
recruiter at Grambling University
and the brother of head football
coach Doug Williams. He then set
up a meeting with the three players
at the Cornerstone Ministries gym.
When the players arrived, they
were greeted by "Alicia Owens,"
who explained that Ray Williams
couldn‘t make the meeting, but had
sent "her" in his place, Kelly said.
McDowell said "she" needed to
take their measurements and
brought them upstairs one by one.
The players partially undressed and
McDowell, after measuring one
player‘s thigh, performed oral sex
on him, Kelly said.
The players told their parents
what happen‘@d. Investigators
quickly tracked McDowell, who
lived at the gym where the crime
occurred.
:
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You‘ve Arrived
Stroll through our luxurious ter—
minal to your gate. We only use
walk—through metal detectors on
request; a physical body search is
preferred by most of our passen—
gers. (Body cavity searches are,
unfortunately, limited to interna—
tional flights.)
_ Follow the red velvet roping up
to the plane door. The gate agent
will take your ticket and give you
your wristband boarding pass.
Keep it on — it‘s color—coded to
indicate whether you‘re aggres— —
sively single, possibly available, or
«married.
On board we have no flight at—
tendants. Just stewardesses. Even
the guys. They‘re young, tall, thin,
gorgeous, dressed by Chanel and
trained by RuPaul — they‘re gonna
work! Butch has no place in our
aisles. If butch is what you‘re af—
ter, lust after our baggage handlers.
Hired from Colt and Falcon Stu—
dios, they just can‘t seem to keep
their shirts on.
Our cockpit crew? AllGay men
and Lesbians discharged from the
military.
If There‘s Anything

April ‘98
B.Y.0.B.
ID Required.
Drive A Little
Party A LOT !

We Can Do...
Fabulair is bringing style back
to air travel. Settle into your seat.
What do you notice? It‘s comfort—
able. And it matches your outfit.
Overhead, you‘ll find reading
lights plus tanning lights. The black
leather seats smell as good as they
feel. You can‘t wait to fasten your
seatbelt low and tight against your
waist. Aaah. You‘re ready for take—
off.
You‘ll never see Honey, I Blew
Up the Kids on Fabulair. We only
show movies starring Bette Davis,
Joan Crawford, Madonna or Jody.
Foster. Or movies about women in
love. With each other. _ _
— Care for a magazine? Vanity
Fair... Out.... Curve.. Genre?...

Everyone‘s Welcome at The Other Side 1

o
Sunday — Fnday
y”
400°
*y
13"
Q5? 6
p** $094 $1.00 Domestic Longnecks 5—7pm
$ 09,6
$5.00 Bud Light Draft Beer Bust
43°63
NOCOVER CHARGE Sunday —

***

Thursday

— Frank, Elizabeth Birch, Tzabaco,
International Male and J. Crew, for
the non—stop acthlSl and
shopaholic.
Perhaps you‘d like to listen to

aeg.

Talent (DOG) Night EVERY Friday (Kamake too)
* **
Queen ofScream — EVEKIRBYShow
Thursdays— The
—
"%

our specially selected audio enter—
tainment. Channel 1: k.d. lang.
Channel 2: Pet Shop Boys. Chan—
nel 3: The Indigo Girls. Channel 4:
Junior‘s "Dancing on Air" party
mix (a Fabulair exclusive). Chan—
nel 5: Melissa Etheridge. Channel
6: Nothing but show tunes.
Before you know it. your flight
will be over. But don‘t be sad.
You‘ve earned lots of frequent
flyer miles, good towards your next
trip on Fabulair. We regret that they
are blacked out for the Black Party,
White Party, Gay Pride,
Masgnitude, Aftershock, Hotlanta
and Halloween, but use them over
any of the other holidays. Bonus
miles? Sure. Stay at a Gay B&B.
Geta Rainbow Card. Use Commu—
nity Spirit Long Distance. Take an
Olivia Cruise. Subscribe to Out &
About. Triple miles? Just date one
of our employees.
*,
Too Fabulous
Our in—flight service is not
coach, business or first. It‘s so
fabulous, we named it Fabulous
Class. It may seem like first class
on other airlines, but we never use
those words, because nothing we
do is second class. We recognize,
however, that many of our passen—
gers are too special and important,
even for Fabulous Class.
For those who require the ut—
most in privacy and luxury we have
an exclusive cabin that we call Too
Fabulous Class. Too Fabulous pas—
sengers don‘t need tickets. We
know who you are. Our already
generous luggage limit is waived
for you. At boarding time, come
right to the front of the red roping.
Even though we have short lines,
we kept the roping because we
know you like it.
On board, you‘ ll notice the little
touches that make a difference. A
full harness replaces the standard
seatbelt. A stewardess for every
passenger. Marble bathrooms big
enough for two. Live entertainment
and a personal video screen with
personal video choices. We
couldn‘t improve our service, so—
we justadded. more. Massage.
Manicure. Hair styling. Waxing.
— and electrolysis (LA flights only)
And group psychotherapy in. our—

Sorry, we gave out our last:copyof.

"—— upstairs launge.
HX,,,but ourchief purser would: be
We think you‘ll agree, 1k

a;
fabulous world on Fabulai .the

world’sﬁrst alFGayairline

E~~ABMISSION With Memphisor
Nashville ID on Fridays! _
Greenwood

We NEED Easter Baskets for HBC KIDS—send $ or basket.
3883 Hwy 45 N
Jackson,TIN
901—668—3749

(Exit 82—B off I—40 then 3 miles N at Ashport)
"Jackson‘s Only Friendly‘ Bar"
(Security)

_.

Open 7 days a week @ 5 pm (7 pm — Sat.)
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Hollow Ridge
Ozark Bed & Breakfast
Exclusive Resort for Men & Women
Hot Tub e Country Club Privileges
Rt. 4, Box 155
Eureka Springs, AR 72632
(501) 253—5283

i
Deep Inside

by Romeo San Vicente

The Token
Did the Oscars pick the wrong
Gay role.to recognize with its act—
ing nominations? In and Out‘s
Kevin Kline and Rupert Everett of
My Best Friends Wedding turned
in stronger performances than Greg
Kinnear, but purely comedic roles
are almost always overlooked.
Kinnear‘s chances of winning Best
Supporting Actorare slim, accord—
ing to early Oscar forecasts, though
Joan Cusack has a better shot of
taking home a Best Supporting
Actress statuette for her turn as the
jilted bride in In and Out.
West Hollywood, 90069
Jason Priestley, who turns
THIRTY this year, is spoofing his
TV persona, sort of, on the big
screen in the just—opened Love and
Death on Long Island, the feature
debut of Gay director and writer
Richard Kwietniowski. Priestley
plays a straight teen heartthrob be—
ing pursued by an older man (John
Hurt) in this updated twist on Death
in Venice. People have long ques—
tioned whether Priestley plays
straight in real—life, despite a long—
time relationship (which recently
ended) with a former co—star. Ru—
mors surfaced after he roomed with
Luke Perry during their show‘s
early days, and, despite Priestley‘s
assertions he is hetero, they persist.
Perhaps that‘s due to his being
sighted at —a West Hollywood
nightspot, Love Lounge, which
caters to a predominantly Gay
crowd. George Michael and Dr.
Quinn‘s Chad Allen are among
those who frequent the club.
Segue to Ellen
Desperate diva Sally Kirkland
(Anna)is suddenly not so desper—
ate, nabbing two film roles, includ—
ing one as an aging Marilyn
Monroe living out her golden years
with JFK on The Oval Island. She‘s
also set to co—star with Matthew
McConaughey, Woody Harrelson,
Rob Reiner, Elizabeth Hurley (Aus—
tin Powers), Jenna Elfman
(Dharma and Greg) and Ellen
DeGeneres in the Ron Howard—di—
rected Ed TV.
Ellen, who‘s still awaiting word
on her television show‘s future,
plays an executive at a 24— hour
cable network who convinces a
video store clerk (McConaughey)
to allow the channel to shoot his
every movement.
Mother Jodie
Rumors abound that Jodie Fos—
ter, who was outed by her brother
in a controversial biography, is
pregnant via an anonymous sperm

Greg Kinnear ©1997 Tri—Star Pictures
donor. Speculation was fueled by
Foster‘s sudden exit from the
movie Double Jeopardy. Her pub—
licist denies the rumor, saying Fos—
ter, 35, is not pregnant and instead
opted out of the film to concentrate
on her producing and directing ca—
reer. Check back in nine months.

show. South Park definitely has a
queer sensibility; its characters
have included a sexually ambigu—
ous teacher (who dressed like
Marilyn Monroe for Halloween),
a Lesbian substitute named "Ms.
Ellen," a Gay dog and Brian
Boitano.
From Chanteuse to
Celluloid and .
Vice—Versa
k.d. lang is serious about this
acting thing. After years of jug—
gling her busy musical career with
cameos in little—seen films, lang
should get plenty of visibility in a
new role alongside hot young ac—
tors Ewan McGregor and Ashley
Judd. The Lesbian torch singer
plays co—worker and confidant to
— McGregor‘s techie spy in Eye of
the Beholder, which just began
filming.
Harvey Fierstein, meanwhile,
will sing a duet with Grammy—
nominated folk singer Shawn
Colvin on an upcoming episode of
the syndicated television series
Fame L.A. This odd coupling was
orchestrated by Colvin‘s manager,
Ronald Fierstein, who happens to
be Harvey‘s brother. The famous
Fierstein plays Colvin‘s manager
on the show and will also appear
in an upcoming Ellen episode.

More Tales
One of the signature events of
Gay television is returning as a se—
quel. More Tales of the City is
scheduled to air sometime this
Local Boy Makes Good
summer on Showtime, following a
Elton John, who calls Atlanta
contentious run on public televi—
his second home, will be premier—
sion four years ago This time,
ing his latest collaboration with
Armistead Maupin‘s chronicle of
Tim Rice in Coca—Cola City Oct.
7. Elaborate Lives: The Legend of San Francisco life in the late ‘70s
won‘t be hamstrung by censors, so
Aida is Disney‘s stage musical fol—
expect
the many plot twists to be
low—up to the duo‘s hugely success—
even
more
juicy.
ful The Lion King. Based on the
Olympia Dukakis (Anna Mad—
Verdi opera, Elaborate Lives tells
rigal), Laura Linney (Mary Anne
the story of a taboo love affair be—
Singleton), Thomas Gibson
tween an Egyptian soldier and his
(Beauchamp Day), Barbara
Nubian slave.
Garrick (Dede Day) and Bill
Campbell (Jon Fielding) return to
Deep Blue
their original roles, though three of
Though he stars on a show
the
residents of 28 Barbary Lane
known for its shapely women, one
will
be played by new faces: Paul
stud‘s washboard abs draw their
Hopkins as Michael "Mouse"
fair share of attention. These days
Tolliver, Nina Siemaszko as Mona
he‘s spending his offscreen time
Ramsey and Whip Hubley as Brian
with a male playmate who‘s be—
come more than a gym partner. Of Hawkins.
A preview of what‘s ahead:
course, this Adonis could always
Mary
Ann finds love; Mouse re—
combine work and pleasuré, as
unites
with Jon and comes out to
some of his male co—stars past and
his parents; and a pregnant Dede
present have been known to play
begins a relationship with Mona‘s
both ways.
ex, Dorothea (played this time by
Francoise Robertson), after leav—
Trashing Babs
ing Beauchamp. Mona, mean—
Barbra Streisand‘s prickly sen—
while, discovers Anna‘s secret
sitivity must have been put to the
while in Nevada.
test with the Feb. 18th episode of
Look for a number of high—pro—
South Park, which portrayed
file guest stars and cameos in More
Streisand as a bitch of monstrous
Tales, including Ed Asner, Scott
proportions, literally. Taking on the
Thompson (Kids in the Hall),
diva was good for business, as the
Parker Posey (The House of Yes)
show received higher ratings than
and Frasier‘s Dan Butler.
ABC‘s Prime Time Live, the first
More Tales was adapted by
time a Comedy Central program
British playwright Nicholas
has outdrawn a major network
Wright from the second novel in

Wat ner Br cl
Jodie Foster
Maupin‘s series on the lives of 28
Barbary Lane‘s residents.
Romeo San Vicente, who‘s al—
ways up for some sperm donation,

can be reached care of this publi—
cation or at RSVicente@aol.com:
For more Deep Inside Hollywood,
visit www. Gay.net.

Yr
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GLENN A. MOORE
Broker, Owner, MBA
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Personals! .
Hundreds of guys to
choosefrom! —
Call Now!
RECEIVING LINE Nice looking, Black
male, 25, with a medium build, seeks a
tall, Black male, over 6ft, who loves to
give, in every way, because I love to be on
the receiving end. (Jackson) #12177

A BEAUTIFUL FRIENDSHIP This beauti—
ful, Black male, bottom, 55, 140lbs, seeks
a beautiful, Black, dominant top, 5‘8 to 6‘3,
who is fit, healthy, and into very hot times.
(Memphis) #13618

BE MY BIG BROTHER This 19—year—old
Male, 59", with brown hair and brown
eyes, seeks an older brother type, mid—
20‘s to late 30‘s, for friendship and a pos—
sible relationship. (Memphis) #14551

WAY TO TREAT A LADY Handsome, well
hung, Black male, 6ft, 215lbs, seeks
Transvestites who love to dress up in
women‘s clothes. Call me and get with a
real man. (Memphis) #13129

FULFILL THE URGE What‘s up? This
25—year—old Afro—American bottom is look—
ing for a dominant Black or Hispanic top
who‘s well—endowed. I‘m looking for
friendship and possibly more. #15103

CUTE AND TRIM I‘m a cute, slender,
Gay, White male, 18, 5711, 120lbs, with
Blond hair and Blue eyes, who likes to
party, hang out with friends, and spend
time with a special guy. (Columbia)
#11781

A GOOD WOMAN This tall, White, sub—
missive transsexual, 40, 510", 145 Ibs.,
slim, loves to cook, clean, and take care
of a man. I‘m very feminine and passable,
and I‘ll do things to you that other Ladies
won‘t. I‘d love to be a full time wife.
26232

JUST YOU AND ME Healthy, profession—
al, smoke and drug free, Gay, White male,
53, 56, 145lbs, with Grey hair and Brown
eyes, is home oriented, neat, nurturing,
and affectionate: I‘m interested in politics,
travel, the arts, reading, and more. I‘d like
to meet a retired, or professionally mobile,
Gay, White male, of any age, for a strictly
monogamous relationship. (Memphis)
#12364
TIME TO FIND EACH OTHER I‘m a lone—
ly Guy, 57", 155 lbs., with brown hair and
brown eyes, looking for another lonely—
hearted Male to spend time with. | just
moved here from St: Louis and hate the
bar scene. | enjoy movies and music and
am versatile. (Nashville) #15376

A FRIEND INDEED I‘m an attractive and
outgoing Gay Male, 33, 58", 135 lbs., with
black hair and brown eyes. I‘m hoping to
make a few new friends in the area. Let‘s
connect. (Fort Smith) #14876
ARTS AND ADVENTURE This good look—
ing, tall, dark haired, hairy, White male,
loves to be outdoors, meet new people,
enjoy the arts, and spend quiet evenings
at home. Let‘s get to know each other.
(Fayetteville) #13833
NAUGHTY AND NASTY This hot, horny,
30 year old, White male, needs to be
whipped and spanked by a daddy, near
the Missouri, Arkansas, Kansas border.
#14516

BLACK ENCOUNTER This sexy, Black
male, neither top nor bottom, but very ver—
satile, seeks to meet other Black men for
stimulating and positive, Black encoun—
ters. I‘ll travel within a 20 mile radius of
Little Rock for a promising prospect.
(Little Rock) #12914
WE ARE BEAUTY This beautiful, Gay,
Black male, seeks another beautiful, Gay
male, White or Black person, who is 24 to
34, 511 to 6‘4, open minded, masculine,
and a top. (Memphis) #11361
RODEOS AND ROMANCE I‘m a 30—year—
old White Male, 5°6", 175 lbs., brown hair,
brown eyes, with a mustache and goatee.
I‘m looking for a Gay White Male, 25—35
years old, who enjoys hunting, fishing,
camping, and especially rodeos. #14898
HANDS ON I‘m a Gay male, 61/2",
American Indian and Black, and I‘m look—
ing for a Gay White male, 18—40, for
friendship and more. I‘m versatile, oral,
and very hands—on. | just moved to the
Jackson area, so why don‘t you show me
around? (Jackson) #14801

NEW TO MEMPHIS I‘m a Gay White .
male, well—educated, successful, and
financially secure. I‘m a young 46, with
short brown hair, seeking the same for
fun, friendship, and possibly more. No
~strings. (Memphis) #14576

MISSISSIPPI MAN LOVER Are you a
top? This 27—year—old Gay White male is
looking for other Gay White males to have
fun with. I‘m 5‘9", 130 lbs., and very oral.
I‘m seeking someone between 18—35, or a
litle older if you‘re cute. 1 live in
Mississippi but visit Memphis often. Let‘s
talk. (Memphis) #1366

GET A JOB Siim, sexy, Single, White
male, 20, 55, 110lbs, with longish, Blond
hair and Brown eyes, into the outdoors,
long trips, music, and dirt bikes, seeks an
employed, Single, White male, 24 to 40,
with similar interests. (Memphis) #14238

ALL AMERICAN ACTION This good
looking, sexy, White male, seeks some
hot, built, young guys, for fun times.
(Tupelo) #14374

INTERESTING ENDEAVOR I‘m a good
natured guy searching for interesting peo—
ple to strike up friendships with. A rela—
tionship is possible if I meet the right man.
(Memphis) #14383

RANCHERO SPORT This very attractive,
masculine guy, into sporty things, wants to
make some new friends. #13837

OUT OF THE COUNTRY This small, slen—
der, country boy, 20, 55, 115lbs, with long,
Blond hair, Brown eyes, and a milky,
White complexion, seeks a Single, White
male, who can take me out of this small
town and show me a real good time. I like
drawing, art, and the outdoors.
(Henderson) #13144

OPPOSITES ATTRACT Me: top, tall, 641",
husky, 210 lbs., masculine. You: shorter,
bottom, slender, less masculine. Clean
shaven body is a plus. (Nashville) #15764

LOOKING FOR MR. RIGHT I‘m looking
for gentlemen between the ages of 25 to
45. I have a medium build, medium
weight. Very interested in meeting you.
#15035

PROFESSORIAL PAL Athletic college
professor, 53, 5‘6, 155lbs, into snowski—
ing, ice skating, rollerblading, hiking, clas—
sical music, vegetarian food, swimming,
theater, open and honest conversation,
cuddling, long term relationships, and
making friends, seeks a Gay, White male,
25 to 40, who‘s healthy, responsible, and
able to share his feelings, for friendship
or more. (Memphis) #8351

CELEBRATE EVERY DAY I‘m interested
in someone, 27 to 45, who‘s tall, dark, and
who enjoys life. It wouldn‘t hurt if you were
also handsome, but 1 won‘t hold you to
that. (Jackson) #12718
HEALTHY AND ATTRACTIVE | am a
Single GWM who is HIV+. I am 36, 6‘,
stocky build, 190 lbs. Healthy and attrac—
tive with brown hair and blue eyes. I am
looking for a confident, attractive GWM
who is 40 — 45. I enjoy dating and com—
panionship, dinner, concerts, movies, out—
doors and quiet, casual evenings at
home. Mature and sensuous men are a
plus. Bar flies, please do not reply.
#15202

1

-800-71
$1.99/Min.6—2868
Must Be 18+

SAY NO MORE I‘m looking for a young,
hung_man, for sex and love. Give me a
call so we can —meat._.#=13442

POSSIBLE LIVE—IN Friendly, Gay, Black
male, a youthful 46, 57, 165lbs, with a
slim build, medium, Brown skin and
Brown eyes, seeks a Gay, White or Asian
male, for friendship, dating, and a possi—
ble live—in relationship. I enjoy television,
movies, music, theater, the arts, dancing,
and much more. A light drinker is fine but
no smoking, please. (Memphis) #13880
FRISKY FRIEND This frisky, White male,
seeks another guy, 18 to 28, for hot times.
(Memphis) #14063
GOTTA FIND OUT This curious, White
male, 37, 5‘8, 170ibs, would like to meet a
Gay couple for a new experience.
(Memphis) #11914
MANLY IN MEMPHIS This rugged, White
male, new to Memphis and the Gay
lifestyle, 40, with Brown hair and eyes,
seeks another masculine, outdoorsy guy,
35 to 50, who‘s financially secure and
interested in manly pursuits like camping
and fishing. (Memphis) #11988
SPREAD EAGLE I‘m a submissive Gay
White Male, 35, 200 lbs., waiting for a
muscular, smooth man to satisfy me.
#15140

SAFE BUT SEXY This well hung, 50—ish,
White male, 511, 185ibs, seeks someone,
30 to 40, for some hot, safe sex.
(Memphis) #12028
AGAIN AND AGAIN Handsome, 53 year
old, Gay, White male, 6ft, 160lbs, with Salt
and Pepper hair, a mustache, and cleft
chin, seeks another fun loving guy for
good times. I‘m definitely a bottom so it‘d
help if you like to take charge. I enjoy the
outdoors, gardening, movies, reading,
music, and quiet nights at home.
(Fayette County) #2376
ME AND MY BIG MOUTH I‘m a 28—year—
old Male, 59", 130 lbs., orally—oriented
and a bottom, looking for an in—shape,
masculine top between 18 and 35 who
doesn‘t want a relationship, just a really
good time. I‘m easy to get along with.
Find out for yourself! #9329
FURRY STUDS I‘m a Gay White Male,
30, 6‘3", 230 lbs., with brown hair and blue
eyes. 1 have a hairy chest and am in
search of a Gay White Male bear type,
age 30—45, for movies, dancing, travel,
and quiet times at home. Body piercings,
mustaches, and goatees are all pluses.
#15542

COUCH CARESS This handsome, mus—
cular, White male, 58, 175lbs, with Brown
hair and Green eyes, new to the—area,
seeks other fit, attractive, White or
Hispanic males, for fun and friendship. I
love horseback riding, the outdoors, and
cuddling in front of the fire watching a
video. (Little Rock) #13802
WHERE IS THE LOVE? | guess I‘ve been
looking for love in all the wrong places
because I haven‘t been able to find it! This
attractive, 38 year old, White male, hopes
you‘ll call soon. #13479
DOWN TO EARTH This attractive profes—
sional White Male, 34, 511", medium
build, with brown hair and eyes seeks a
masculine White Male, 25—40, to have fun
with. _| like to spend quality time at home,
and I‘m not really into the bar scene,
drugs, or anything wild. I‘m looking for
guys in the Nashville area only.
(Nashville) #14822
ALL ASPECTS I‘m a Gay Black
Professional Male, 35, 6‘, 175 lbs., who
enjoys all aspects of life, including sports,
the arts, and education. I‘m in search of a
compatable person. | know you must be
out there. (Columbia) #15569

WORKING GIRL This professional
female impersonater, 28, 55", 180 lbs.,
well—built, is dying to meet a nice, hot top.
©9966
LET ME HAVE A TASTE I‘m a little new to
this and don‘t have a lot of experience.
This good looking, masculine, White
male, 30, seeks other men, 18 to 30, who
like to relax and have fun. I‘m mostly into
oral action. (Joplin) #1727
SHARE MY LANDING I‘m searching for a
top to spend my life with. This good look—
ing, Gay, White male, bottom, 42, 57,
160lbs, with Brown hair and eyes, can‘t
wait to share with you.: (Springfield)
#10754
SOMETHING WILD This young, horny,
White male, 5‘4, 150lbs, seeks hot guys
for wild times. #11226

Custom er Service: 612—373—9783 Only $199 per minute. 18+.
Call the 900 number to respond to ads browse unlisted ads or retrieve messages.
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Personals!
Hundreds of guys to
choosefrom!
: Call Now!
SKINNY GUY‘S SERVANT My dream is to WHAT SHOULD HAVE BEEN I‘m a
be some lonely man‘s houseboy. I‘ll cook, Married, White male, but | should have
clean, and satisfy you whenever needed. been born a girl. I‘m a sexy Transvestite
This good looking, lonely, 18 year old, who loves to get dressed up in nylon and
White male, 540, 125lbs, with Blond hair tight spandex, to entice my man. I love big
and Blue eyes, seeks a guy, 18 to 30, who men, with large endowments, who know
can satisfy this hungry bottom. You need to how to treat a lady right. Sometimes I need
be an attractive, skinny guy with a hard to be pampered, sometimes I need to be
body. (Columbia) #14286
punished. I‘ll leave all of that to you.
NO BLUFF Attractive, White male, 34, (Jonesboro) #11868
510, 200lbs, with Brown hair, Brown eyes, GROUP WITH GUSTO I‘m a fun loving, in
and a hairy body, seeks someone to talk to, shape, Bi, White male, 6‘2, 180lbs, with
hook up with, and who knows what else. Brown hair, Brown eyes, and average fea—
(Poplar Bluff) #12870
tures. I‘d like to meet two or three other Bi,
White males for regular, weekly encoun—
FACIAL HAIR FETISH Very masculine, 32 ters.
(Union City) #8845
year old, White male, 57, 150lbs, with
sandy, Blond hair, a mustache, and a
smooth, cut chest, seeks tops with facial
hair, who are under 6ft tall, and weigh less
than 200lbs. I‘m not into the Gay lifestyle
but am very comfortable with myself. 1
enjoy trucks, stereos, movies, eating out,
and much more. (Memphis) #11719
DOWN ON THE FARM This southeast,
Missouri farmboy, 43, with Brown hair and
eyes, seeks another guy, 18 to 40, to hang
around with. Let‘s talk about it. (Butler
County) #1661
BEAUTIFUL FRIENDSHIP | need a
young, Gay, White male, 24 to 30. This 23
year old, White male, 5711, 190lbs, clean
shaven, with Blond hair and Blue eyes,
likes movies, camping, hiking, and live
music. I hope you have a sense of humor R
and are relationship minded. (Memphis) $
©8585
;
MAYBE PM "THAT WAY" Well built,
rugged, White male, 35, 6‘2, 220lbs, seeks
another masculine guy to have some fun
with. I‘m healthy and horny but I‘ve never
been with a man before. I want to check it
out to see what happens. 1 like eating out
and doing anything outdoors, especially
fishing. (Columbia) #11359
ST. LOUIS CALLING This professional,
White male, 46, 5‘8, 140lbs, with Brown
hair and eyes, into long walks, long kisses,
bubble baths, and relaxing.evenings in
front of the television, seeks a similar guy
with a good heart and nice sense of humor.
I smoke, am a light drinker, and love to TIME OF MY LIFE Young male seeks
dance. (Jefferson City) #10681
someone to give me the time of my life.
should be 18 to 21. (Fayetteville)
MIDWEST SIZE I‘m short and sweet, and You
seeking someone similar. This good look— #11226
ing, 30 year old, White male, 57, 135lbs, BIG IS BEST | get off on men with big
with Blond hair, Blue eyes, and a medium pieces of meat, no matter their race or age.
build, seeks a partner for lots of good I just love a well hung guy. I like being on
times. (Kennett) #10664
top, being on bottom, or both. Let‘s com—
WALKING IN MEMPHIS This educated, pare size and play. (Blytheville) #10508
sports—minded White Male, 42, seeks mas— SUPER BOWL BUDDY This attractive, 28
culine Black Males, 40—60, who are fun, year old, Single, White male, into lifting
conversational, and honest. | live in east— weights, biking, and watching football,
erm Arkansas, but visit Memphis often. seeks other masculine, athletic guys, who
Let‘s talk! (Memphis) #15476
work out, for good times. (Columbia)
#12864
THE BEST OF TIMES Young, White male,
seeks hot man, 18 to 21, to give him the BIG RIG This masculine, good looking,
time of his life. Let me take care of you, White male, 49, 6ft, with Salt and Pepper
hair, has over 9 inches and is seeking sim—
boy. (Paragould) #11226
ilar men with similar equipment. (Memphis)
©9510
INDEPENDENT SPIRIT This nice, honest,
sincere, Gay male, 26, 6ft, 145lbs, seeks
Charge It!
someone to become friends, and possibly
more with. I‘m independent, well rounded,
down to earth, and open to trying new
is)
card
things. I like movies, going out to eat, relax—
ing at home, and socializing. (Memphis)
1—800—716—2868
$1.99/Min. Must Be 18+ ©8746

—

ALL IN A LIFETIME Fit, good looking, 28
year old, White male, seeks anotherattrac—
tive, White male, 23 to 32, who enjoys
movies, biking, outdoor sports, and spend—
ing long nights together. (Nashville)
#11610
SEXY CEO TYPE? This Single, Black
male, seeks a strong, good looking, well
built, extremely masculine, professional,
Black male, who‘s intelligent, discreet,
aggressive, and able to travel. I prefer tall,
bald headed guys, 30 to 45, who weigh
less than 185lbs. Please only respond if
you‘re able to travel because | live in
Cleveland. (Memphis) #31937

BEST FOOT FORWARD I‘m interested in
meeting a guy who shares my fascination
for feet and socks. I love ‘em. This attrac—
tive, Gay, White male, 59, 155ibs, with
Blond hair and Blue eyes, is most attracted
to guys around my size, between 25 and
45. A relationship is possible with the right
guy. (Memphis) #9292
PRIVATE SHOW I‘m a professional, Gay,
White male, Transvestite, in my early 40‘s,
57, 135lbs, with a smooth, toned, sculpted,
swimmer‘s build. I‘d like to meet other
clean cut, professional, Gay, White males
and Transvestites, for fun. I enjoy cultural
events, dinners, and going to the show
clubs. (Memphis) #8546

SOULMATE SEARCHING i‘m a 36 year
old, Gay, White male, 559, 210lbs, with
light, Brown hair and Blue eyes. I was just
transferred here so | don‘t know anyone
yet. I‘d like to meet other Gay, White males,
for friendship and fun. Who knows, maybe
I‘ll meet my soulmate? (South Haven)
#11540
—
INCREDIBLE SHRINKING MAN Hot boot—
ed cowboy, 65, 215lbs, with a short crew—
cut, trimmed mustache and beard, and a
well built, hairy body, is into unusual fan—
tasies. Lately, I‘ve been thinking about find—
ing a well built man and pretending I‘m 3
inches tall so I can easily explore every
inch of him. I wear size 12D boots.
(Memphis) #11111
BE MY GUEST I‘m a very attractive, well
built, Black male, 31, 6‘2, 205ibs. I‘m look—
ing for someone who has a good sense of
humor to spend some quality time with. A
love of travel would be great. (Memphis)
#8411
HORNY FOR HAIRY I‘m a good looking,
horny, 40 year old, White male, 510, with
Blond hair, Blue eyes, a beard, and a mod—
erately, hairy body. I‘m into other big, hairy
guys. (Memphis) #9043

SHOPPING SPREE This attractive, fun
loving, Black male, 24, 5‘9, with a short,
low haircut, and Brown eyes, likes meeting
new people, reading, and shopping. I want
to make some interesting new friends.
(Humboldt) #9405
A NATURAL FIT African American bottom,
in my early 30‘s, seeks a masculine,
African American top, 25 to 40, who‘s fun
loving, trustworthy, and willing to be friends
before we get too serious. You should be
discreet and a non drug user. (Memphis)
#10975
PARIS PAL I‘m looking for someone to go
out with. I like shooting pool, dancing,
camping, fishing, watching movies, travel—
ing, and more. I‘m a good looking, hairy,
White male, 511, 148lbs, with dark, Brown
hair, a mustache and trimmed beard, and a
deep tan. (Paris) #9961
EXTRA ORDINARY I‘m a healthy, good
looking, African American male, 31, 6‘2,
215lbs, seeks a loving, compassionate
guy, 24 to 36, with a love of life and good
sense of humor. | like being outdoors,
going out to eat, and a little romance. Let‘s
go for something a little out of the ordinary.
(Memphis) #8411

HOPELESSLY DEVOTED This Gay,
White, Transvestite, 42, 511, 160lbs, is
looking for a man who needs a full time girl—
friend. I‘m very feminine, a great cook and
housekeeper, pass easily, and love to take
care of my man, in every way, especially in
ways other women wouldn‘t even consider.
I take pride in being a woman and can‘t
wait to cater to your every whim.
(Memphis) #6232
THEY LOVE ME AT THE GYM This very
handsome, broad shouldered, popular, 30
year old, White male, 540, 165ibs, with
long, Blond hair, Blue eyes, smooth skin,
and a great build, seeks similar, muscular,
athletic, Blond males, with big, ticklish feet.
(Memphis) #9848
A CRY FOR BI GUYS It‘s hard to find Bi,
Black, and Hispanic guys, in this area. I‘m
a very attractive, well educated, Black
male, 25, 6ft, 230lbs, with a husky build.
Let‘s hook up and see what happens.
(Germantown) #9160
LONGING TO SHARE Good looking, 25
year old, Black male, 5‘5, 162ibs, with
Black hair and Brown eyes, seeks some—
one for friendship or more. My hobbies
include spending time outdoors, dancing,
clubbing, shopping, cooking, and sharing.
(Trenton) #9076
WARM EMBRACE Handsome, 29 year
old, White male, 59, 135lbs, with Blond
hair and Blue eyes, seeks a White male, 18
to 28, who‘s trustworthy, honest, and wants
to be friends or more. 4 enjoy dining out,
outdoor activities, and cuddling in front of
the tv. (Jackson) #11609
THE TAN MAN This discreet, safe, good
looking, 20 year old, White male, 5411,
168lbs, with Brown hair, Brown eyes, and a
great tan, seeks a similar guy, who doesn‘t
smoke, for good times and stuff.
(Memphis) #10272
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39—year—old daddy bear professor. ISO
Brp & BREAKFAST
Ozark Bed & Breakfast—5 wooded acres
of privacy in a fun vacation area. Exclu—
sive resort for men & women. Hot tub.
Country club privileges. Greenwood
Hollow Ridge, Rt 4, Box 155, Eureka
Springs, AR 72632, (501) 253—5283.
The Arbour Glen Bed & Breakfast—Circa
1896. Located on Eureka Springs His—
toric District loop close to downtown
shops & restaurants. Completely reno—
vated for comfort butstill maintaining its

young cubs, 18—40, for private lessons.
Call Bill:; 349—3847 afternoons or after 9
p.m. Let me treat you like a king.
Gloryholes Guide! Tennessee‘s best
locations to get or give oral satisfaction!
A PLAIN DISCREET envelope will be
mailed back to you. Send $5: Metroplex—
TJN, Box 451781, Los Angeles, CA
90045. Please be 18yo plus to order.
GWM, 32, HIV—positive, searching for
that special someone who is also HIV—
positive, who lives here in Memphis.

Take the time out to see if we can make
the most of today and the future. If you
are seriously interested, please write
me. Respond to: RLS, 3430 Ardmore,
38127 or page me at: 442—1115.
GWM, 36, 6‘3", 200#, good—looking, long
hair with hazel—blue eyes, in good health,
seeking GMM, 21—30, slick, slim & sexy
for romantic lover. Will be waiting to
hear from you. Call any time: (601) 343—

SOUth $ Gay and LeSbIan
Community Newspaper. For
Yourself or for a friend.
12 Issues for $15 mailed First Class,
discreetly, so you don‘t have to wait for

the news.

yours. W/D, hot tub, fenced yard, stor—

RenrALs
GWM looking to share nice, 2 BR, 1 BA
house in great mid—town location. Fur—
nished & will make room for Eome of

mo. rent plus 1/2 utilities. Looking for

city

STATE ____ ZIP

Phoenix (Alcoholics Anonymous) All Meetings Open
8:00 pm Discussion
Sunday
8:00 pm Discussion (Smoke Free)
Monday
8:00 pm Twelve Step Study
Tuesday
sec
iscussion
:0 pm
riday
8:00 pm

Saturday

Discussion

(Last Sunday of month is birthday night with speaker.)
Into The Light (Alcoholics Anonymous — Women)
7:00 pm Discussion (Open, Smoke Free)
Thursday
12 Noon Discussion (Open)
Sunday
(Business meeting 3rd Sunday of month, Birthdays last Thursday)
Seriously Sober (Alcoholics Anonymous)
8:00 pm — Discussion (Open, Smoke Free)
. Friday
Open Heart (Al—Ano§ n)
:
.

Freely Speaking (All 12—Step Programs)
Discussion (Open)
9:00 pm
Thursday

6:00 pm

Sunday
s
&
Mail to: Triangle Journal News
i

P.O. Box 11485
Memphis, TN 38111—0485

1323 (day).

—
Meetings at
Memphis Lambda Center, Inc.*
1488 Madison Avenue
Memphis, TN 38104
(901) 276—7379

ACOA (Adult Children of Alcoholics)

PHONE

454—7063 (after 7 p.m.) or (601) 357—

code: 9020.
Small Endowed? Prefer guys who are?
Hundreds nationwide. For Details—

Discussion (Open)
6:00 pm
Discussion (Open, Smoke Free)
5:30 pm
Thursday
(Business meeting 3rd Tuesday of the month, Birthdays last Tuesday)
a
e

ADDRESS

nice responsible GM. Call Gary: (901)

Mr. Paul.
#
MEET GAY COUPLES AND 3—SOMES.
Record, listen and respond to hot per—
sonal ads FREE! 18+ The Confidential
Connection®901—529—9800 code: 9019.
New to Memphis. I am a well—educated
professional GWM in my 40s, 56", 140%,
with short, brown hair. Out—going per—
sonality, good sense of humor, down—
to—earth, seeks GWM, with similar quali—
ties for fun, friendship, maybe more.
Bob Campbell, 3497 Blackberry Bush
Road, Memphis, TN 38115, 365—1917.
ORAL IN MEMPHIS. Meet local guys
discreetly on The Confidential Connec—
tion®. Record, listen and respond to hot
personal ads FREE!!!184+ 901—529—9800

Tuesday

NAME

age, central heat/ac, ceiling fans. $350/

5102. MS.
Master ISO Slave. Dominant, 35—year—
old W/M, 165#, nice chest hair. Looking
for a young, 18—22ish, submissive,
smooth bodied, W/M about 140#, with
boyish looks and mannerisms. Skinny a
plus. No diseases. Phone: 323—1521—

f

%
a>.
®
Buy a Subscription to thea Mid—
I

SASE to: SMALL, POB 610294,
Bayside, NY 11361—0294.

Discussion (Open)

is"
e
fe
*Memphis Lambda Center, Inc. is a private organization formed for the

promulgation and enhancement of Twelve—Step meetings with a special
outreach to the Gay and Lesbian community. Business meetings are on
the last Wednesday of the month at 6:30 pm.
~
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The Gay Memphis Resources Directory is
printed as a public service, and its listings
are free. Agencies and businesses listed
herein have requested to be listed, but
have not been charged. All phone num—
bers are area code 901 unless otherwise
noted.
(* Indicates TUN distribution points.)
ADULT BOOKSTORES
Airport Bookmart®: 2214 Brooks Rd E. #
345—0657.
Cherokee Adult Book Store*: 2947 Lamar
# 744—7494,
Fantasy Warehouse I*: 791—793 North
White Station # 683—9649.
Getwell Book Mart*: 1275 Getwell # 454—
7765.
Paris Adult Entertainment Center®*: 2432
Summer # 323—2665.
Tammy‘s # 2: 2220 East Brooks Rd =
396—9050.

Tammys # 3: 1617 Getwell Rd # 744—
4513
Tammys # 4: 5937 Summer Ave. # 373—
5760.
BARS / RESTAURANTS
Amnesia®: 2866 Poplar = 454—1366.
Arizona*: 394 North Watkins # 272—9000.
Autumn Street Pub*: 1349 Autumn =
274—8010.
Backstreet*: 2018 Court Street = 276—
5522.
Bill‘s*: 1528 Madison = 278—9321.
Bourbon Street Cafe: (In the French Quar—
ter Suites, 2144 Madison # 728—4000.
Cactus Cafe: In 501 Club & Crossraods #
274—8655.
Changes*: 2586 Poplar # 327—3175.
Crossroads*: 1278 Jefferson # 725—8156.
David‘s*: 1474 Madison # 278—4313.
501 Club*: 111 N. Claybrook # 274—8655.
In the Grove*: 2865 Walnut Grove Road
# 458—9955.
J—Wags*: 1268 Madison # 725—1909.
Lorenz*: 1530 Madison # 278—0930.
Madison Flame*: 1588 Madison # 278—
9839.
N—cognito*: 338 South Front # 523—0599.
One More*: 2117 Peabody # 278—8015.
P & H Cafe*: 1532 Madison Ave. # 274—
9794.
Pipeline*: 1382 Poplar # 726—5263.
The Edge*: 1913 Poplar.
The Other Side*: 3883 Highway 45 North,
Jackson, TN. # 1—901—668—3749.
Western Steak House & Lounge: 1298
Madison # 725—9896.
BOOKS & GIFTS
Meristem*: Feminist Book Store * 930 S.
Cooper # 276—0282.
CARPET CARE / CLEANING SER—
i
VICES
:
BJ‘s Cleaning Service: # 726—4211.
King‘s Kleaning Service: Home or Office
# 745—3300,
Lee‘s Carpet Care: Commercial or Resi—
dential, 24—hr. service, free estimates #
327—6165.
White Glove Services: Home or Office #
388—3781.
COMMUNITY GROUPS
ACT UP/Gay Liberation Movement: #
5126—7903 Call for meeting place & sched—
ule
Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACOA):
Memphis Lambda Center # 276—7379.
Al—Anon (Co—dependency): Memphis
Lambda Center = 276—7379.
Alliance: Leather/levi club » Box 42174,
Memphis 38174.
Aloysius Home, Inc.: 28 North Claybrook,
Memphis 38104 « Mailing address: Box
41679, Memphis 38174—1679 # 274—
8321, Dr. Jim Shaw.
American Gay Atheists (AGA) Mem—
phis: Box 41371, Memphis 38174—1371.
Black & White Men Together (BWMT):
Box 42157, Memphis 38174—2157 # 276—
0168, 274—8658.
Bluff City Sports Association: Box
43803, Memphis 38174—1803 = 682—
9928
Brothers & Sisters Bowling League:
3139 Choctaw Ave. # 323—3111.
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares: Gay/Lesbian
Square Dance Club » Meets Thurs., 7pm
Prescott Memorial Baptist Church ®‘3956
Blue Spruce, Lakeland 38002 = 387—

ID

—

Ss

OUTH

RES

1567.
Tsarus: Leather—Levi club « Box 41082,
Crossroads: African American Gay/bi
Memphis 38174—1082.
sexual/transgendered men‘s motivation/ U of M Students for Bisexual, Gay &
support/social group. # Tony, 757—2039
Lesbian Awareness (BGALA): BGALA
or Conrad, erpegues @ aol.com.
clo Office of Greek Affairs Box 100, U of
Friends For Life—HIV Resources: HIV/
M 38152 #
278—5825 email:
AIDS Service Organization e 1450 Pop—
bgala@cc.memphis. edu.
lar, Memphis 38104 # 272—0855 or # UT—Martin ALLIES: Campus and commu—
278—AIDS..
nity. Alternate Weds. 5 p.m. Info 131F
Gays Off Cleveland Street (GOCS): So—
Humanities Bldg., Martin 38238,
cial Group » c/o Sunshine Lounge, 1379
neilg@utm.edu # 587—7301.
Lamar # 272—9843.
WAC (Woman‘s Action Coalition): PO
Holy Trinity Community Church*: Wor—
Box 1203, 3566 Walker, Memphis 38111
ship Service: Sun. 11 am & 7 pm; Bible
# 678—3339.
study: Wed. 7 pm; 1559 Madison #
726—9443.
Integrity Memphis: Meets the 3rd Tues.,
Healing Service/Eucharist, 6pm; Din—
ner, 6:45pm, $4; Meeting?30pm » c/o
Calvary Episcopal Church, 102 N. 2nd
(
# 525—6602.
Into The Light (Women‘s AA): Mem—
phis Lambda Center # 276—7379.
Jackson Lambda Support Group:
Memphis Lambda Center # 901—427—
1500 for information.
Living Word Christian Church: Wor—
ship Service Sun. 10 am & 6pm, Wed.
7 pm * 340 N Garland # 276—0577.
Loving Arms (Support Partners for HIV+ —
Mothers & Babies; "hold" babies at
the Med): Shelia Tankersley, P.O. Box —
3368, Memphis, TN 38173 # 725—6730.
Memphis Area Gay Youth (MAGY): PO
Club » Box
Box 241852, Memphis, TN 38124 #
41784, Mem—
335—MAGY for info,
e—mail:
phis ~38174—
M A G Y 97 @ hotmail.com;
1784.
website :www.geocities .
COMPUTER BULLETIN BOARDS
com.westhollywood/1772/.
Bear Trappers BBS: Serving Nashville &
Memphis Bears Club: PO Box 111094,
surrounding area # (615)360—2837.
Memphis 38111—1094 = 756—2687, e—
COUNSELING SERVICES
mail: fuzthing @ aol.com.
Memphis Center for Reproductive Joel Chapman, PhD: 1835 Union Ste.
315 # 726—1284.
Health: 1462 Poplar Ave #274—3550.
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community Kent D. Fisher, LPC, BCSAC: Group &
Individual Therapy # 458—7164.
Center (MGLCC): Box 41074, Memphis
Fully Alive! A center for personal enrich—
38174 # 324—4297.
ment. Susan Taranto, MPS & Carol
Memphis Lambda Center*: Mesting place
Schlicksup, MA. Individual, couples &
for 12—step recovery programs * 1488
group therapy. # 323—2078 Sliding fee —
Madison # 276—7379, 726—6293, 527—
scale.
1461, or 327—3676.
Memphis Pride, Inc.: Gay, Lesbian, Bi— Anne S. Gillis, MS: IndiViduaI couple &
familycounseling rebirthing‘a'761~3435.
sexual, & Transgendered Pride Events ®
Box 3713, Memphis 38173 # 274—2849 Patricia Goshorn, M.Ed.: Licensed Psy—
chological Counselor» Simmons, Kelman
Chet Overstreet, 274—1217 George
& Assoc., 3960 Knight Arnold Rd, Ste
Ettinger, e—mail: safehmcee@ aol.com.
316 = 369—6050.
Memphis TransGender Alliance: TV/TS
support group » c/o Barbara Jean Jasen, Cliff Heegel, PhD: Licensed Psychologist
* Centerpoint, 5180 Park Ave. Ste 150 #
Box 11052, Memphis, TN 38111—0052.
767—1066.
Mid—South AIDS Mastery Workshop:
Ronnie Gardino # 767—2182 or e—mail at Sheridan Lambe, LCSW: Individual &
Couple Counseling, # 761—9178.
msaidmstry @ aol.com.
Mystic Krewe of Aphrodite: Box 41822 K. A. Moss, MS: Midtown Counseling
Service, 1835 Union, Ste. 101 = 726—
Memphis 38174—1822.
4586 « Sliding fee scale.
National Organization for Women
(NOW): Box 40982, Memphis 38174— Northeast Mental Health Center: = 382—
3880.
0982 # 272—0560.
New Beginnings (Adult Children of Al— Joseph Robert Pfeiffer, LCSW: # 578—
9107.
coholics): Memphis Lambda Center #
— Joyce Schimenti LCSW: Individual &
276—7379 or 454—1414.
Group Counseling # 761—9178.
Parents, Families & Friends of Lesbi—
ans & Gays (P—FLAG): Box 172031, J. Kent Usry, CMSW: Individual, couples,
bereavement & sexuality counseling. #
Memphis 38187—2031 # 761—1444.
578—9107.
Parents & Friends of Lesbians & Gays
(P—FLAG): Jackson, TN 38305 # 1—901—
DENTAL SERVICES
664—6614 for information e—mail: William N. Castle, D.D.S.: Dentist » 776
burtren@aeneas.com
Mt. Moriah = 685—5008.
Phoenix AA Memphis Lambda Center #
FINANCIAL SERVICES
454—1414.
s
Ronnie Bingham, CPA: Taxes, account—
River City Men‘s Chorus: Box 12837,
ing, estate planning # 753—1413.
Memphis 381182—0837 = 276—3471
Donald Morgan Bookkeeping and Tax
(Charles Friedman).
Service: 3340 Poplar Ave.,Ste 305 #
Safe Harbor MCC: Pastor Greg Bullard,
458—0152.
2117 Union Ave., Chapel # 458—0501.
FLORISTS
Seriously Sober (AA): Memphis Lambda oe
Botanica: 937 S. Cooper, # 274—5767, 1—
Center # 276—7379 or 454—1414.
800—769—5767, fax: 274—5688.
Southern Country Memphis: Country
Flamingo Flowers & Gifts: 3864 Macon
Western Dance Club = 278—9321
Road, Suite 2 # 452—0803.
Southern Sisters: Support group for
transexual women (male to female) # Park East Florist: 6005 Park # 761—2980.
Sweetpeas: 597 South Holmes = 324—
728—4297, 7:30—11 pm for referral.
2733.
Stonewall Mission Church: A Progres—
sive Christian Church « Sun. Service
GRAPHICS/PHOTOGRAPHY
6:30 p.m., meets at the Center, 103 ALL2GRAPHC DESIGN: Logos, letter—
Berry Rd., Nashville, TN 37204 # (615)
head, ad campaigns, T—shirt design, il—
269—3480.
lustration, web pages, billboards. # 272—
Tennessee Leather Tribe: Gay men‘s/
1336
or
e—mail:
women‘s leather org. 1568 Rolling Hills .
ALL2GRAPHC@aol.com.
Dr., Memphis, TN 38127—5409 # 357— Barr Photography: Call 12—7 » Jackie/
1921.
Nadine # 366—7920.

O

U

RC

E

S

Bonehead Creative: 1271 Poplar, Ste Dabbles Hair Co.: 19 N. Cooper = 725—
103, Memphis 38104 # 276—2101.
0521.
Graffiti Graphics: 1985 Madison #7 # Eagle Pest Control: Jacqueline Behles «
278—5002.
# 743—8945.
It‘s Done!: Typing, word processing/print— Kyla J. Dillard, DVM: Housecall Veteri—
ing service—resumés, thesis, manu—
narian, Memphis Area = (901) 324—
scripts, etc. = 795—4308.
3425. For emergency care call # (901)
Printers Ink: Box 11485,—0485 = 454— _ 533—5084.
1411.
David Gairhan: A/C, refrigeration & ap—
RK Photo: Black & white photography, _ pliance repair # 274—7011.
. processing & printing services. Full color Gypsy‘s Vintage Fashions and An—
post card advertising. Call # 452—2766
tiques: 2018 Court, (In the Mid—Town
or e—mail: btag69a@prodigy.com.
Flea Market).
See—S: Portraits & photography = 327— Have Bar Will Travel: Bartending for pri—
3760.
vate functions » Lisa Gray (The Peabody ©
That‘s Certainly Graphics: Resumés,
Hotel) # 726—5910.
ad campaigns, letterhead, etc. #761— Bob Hughes, EdD: Yoga, relaxation &
2980.
meditation classes # 682—0855.
Kings Interior Painting: = 745—3300.
HELP & INFORMATION LINES
Lavender Earth*: 852 S. Cooper, # 272—
Affirmation:
733—9590.
= (708)
2853.
AIDS Switchboard: = 278—AIDS.
Gay & Lesbian Hotline: = 1—800—285— Love Song Greetin?Cards: Specializing _
in greeting cards for lovers only « P.O.
7431 (24 hr. help & information for Les—
Box 676, Horn Lake, MS 38637—2165.
bians, Gays, transvestites &
McPherson Appliance Clinic: Sales, ser—
transexuals).
vice & repair, Heating & A/C. » 1447
Gay & Lesbian Youth Hotline: # 1—800—
National, = 327—6887, 327—7395.
347—TEEN (Thu.—Sun., 7pm—11:45pm.).
Gay & Lesbian Switchboard: # 324— Midtown Galleries & Auction Inc.*: An—
tiques, Art, Painted & Unusual FurnishGAYS « 24—hrs. Live Operators 7:30—
ings e 2228 Central # 725—0049.
11pm.
Midtown House Cleaning Service: 15yr.
LINC: = 725—8895.
exp., ref., onsight est., « = 274—0281
Narcotics Anonymous: # 276—LIVE.
evenings or weekends.
Rape Crisis: # 528—2161.
Suicide & Crisis Intervention: = 274— Pet Care Unlimited: Pet sitting and/or
house sitting by competent, caring couple
7477.
# 726—6198.
f
Transvestite—Transexual National
Hotline: = (617) 899—2212 (8—2am, Enrica Ramey: Insurance Memphis =
Business: 377—1075.
Mon.—Sat.).
Sanders Facilities, Inc.: Catering & party
LEGAL SERVICES
facility rental « Michael Sanders # 948—
The Hoglund Law Firm at Memphis: 165
3998.
Madison, Ste 1813, Memphis 38103 # Star Search Video*: 1411 Poplar Ave #
526—7526 (24 hrs).
272—STAR.
David Hooper, Attorney At Law: 1870 The Bolo Bartender: Steve Wesson *
Union Ave # 274—6824.
2001 St. Elmo, Memphis 38127 # 358—
Susan Mackenzie, Attorney At Law: 100
2089.
N. Main, Ste 2518 = 526—0809.
The Limo Connection: # 521—0331.
Robert Ross, Attorney At Law: 100 N. TNT Painting: Tom Rowe & Trent
Main, Ste 3310 # 525—0417.
Gatewood # 481—7900.
Jocelyn D. Wurzburg, Attorney At Law: Tom Webb Ins.: Insuring in the Gay and —
5118 Park , Ste 232, # 684—1332.
Lesbian Community, 4646 Poplar # 682—
Jason O. Young, Jr.: 147 Jefferson, Ste
2170.
806, # 728—4000.
Tropical Impressions: Pet Shop & Groom—
__——Eopemnge
French Quarter Suites: 2144 Madison #
523—8912
MASSAGE SERVICES
A Bodywise Company: Therapeutic/
sports massage by appointment. # 377—
7701.
Bodycare By Jordan: Deep tissue mas—
sage, therapeutic touch and preparation
for movement. By appointment only. #
527—2273.
Jim Brymer, LMT: Muscle & deep tissue
therapy, reflexology, Swedish massage
# 521—6044, pager: 391—3176.
Massage by Jim: # Pager 541—0579.
Massage by Michael: # 278—5475.
Massage by Sharah: Full—body, by ap—
pointment only, male and female # 753—
9449.
Tom Pitman: Rejuvenating full—body mas—
sage by appointment. = 761—7977 or
Beeper 575—1230.
Craig von Graeler: Professionalfull body
massage by appointment. Please call
10am—10pm # 278—9768.
MEDIA _:
Recovery Times: Free monthly news—
paper focusing on addictions & recov—
ery. Distributed in Memphis, Jackson, &
Nashville TN # (901) 377—7963. _
Triangle Journal News: Monthly news—
paper published by Printers Ink « Box
11485, Memphis, 38111—0485 = 454—
1411, Fax: 454—1411 *51, E—mail:
TJNmemphis @aol.com.
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
Antique Warehouse: 2563 Summer #
323—0600.
Bereavement Express: A unique way to
express your sympathy to family, friends,
co—workes, clients. = 578—9107;
www.LandscapesPublishing.com
Bliss Salon: 2111 Madison = 726—6100.
Body Shop Tanning Center: 599 Erin
Drive # 821—0086.

ing Salon » 3700 S. Mendenhall # 794—
3047 or 365—9716.
Vantek: Internet Services » Box 111324,
Memphis 38111—1324 # 324—4999, e—
mail: vtadmin@vantek.net.
Whittington Tree & Lawn Service:
Sandra & Troy Whittington # 685—8410.
Free estimates, 24 hr. service.
:
REAL ESTATE SERVICES
Russell Armstrong, Developer, Looney De—
velopments: 194 Looney Ave. # 525—3044.
Jerry Everett, Realtor Associate, Pyra—
mid Realtors: 134 Timber Creek Drive
# 753—6300.
Glenn Moore, Broker, Owner, Wood—
land Realty: # 377—1057.
Steve Solomon, Affiliate Broker, Sowell
& Company: 54 S. Cooper # 278—4380,
Fax 278—4390.
Randy Wilder, Affiliate Broker, Sowell &
Company: 54 S. Cooper # 278—4380,
Fax 278—4390, Home 725—1818, Pager
533—0620.
TRAVEL
Carlson Wagonlit Travel: Call Kris #
387—2083 or 800—861—5111.
Great American Cruises, Inc.: Cruise
Travel Agency, Sherman Perkins, 52 N.
Second # 525—5302.
Travel Customized by Jean Morris:
Member International Gay & Lesbian
Travel Association # 465—2936.
TJN IS ALSO DISTRIBUTED AT
THESE LOCATIONS
Bookstar: 3402 Poplar Ave. # 323—9332.
Circuit Playhouse: 1705 Poplar Ave. #
726—5521.
Davis—Kidd Booksellers Inc.: 397 Perkins
Rd. Ext. = 683—9801.
Memphis and Shelby County Public Li—
brary: 1850 Peabody # 725—8800.
Tobacco Corner Newsroom: 669
Mendenhall Rd S. = 682—3326.
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71 Michael Stipe band
ACROSS

72 FDR and JFK, e.g.

1 Create a cartoon
5 Politically—incorrect suffix
1 Ike‘s monogram

13 Territory capital in 14—Down

2 Family mem.

15 "I‘ve ___ You Under My Skin"

3 Supermodel Carol

16 December visitor

4 Basic existential question

17 "Candle in the Wind" singer

5 A drag queen may have a big one

19 Icy downpour

6 Where to lunch in London

20 Suffix for lemon or lime

7 Another name for 16—Across

21 Lubricant base

8 Word with hard or lard

23 Questionable

9 West African country

24 Staying power

10 Like a condom smeared with 21—Across

28 Espionage org.

11 Edberg of tennis

30 Distant

12 Male nymph

31 Richard III star

14 Urvashi Vaid‘s birthplace

34 One HIV status

18 Decathlon gold—medalist Bruce

35 Pencil holder, perhaps

22 "I don‘t masturbate," probably

36 Nuclear power agcy.

24 Taxpayer‘s ID

37 Recent Julia Roberts co—star

25 Opera house feature

43 Debtor‘s letters

26 Being contentious toward

44 Misery

27 Word learned in Latin |

45 Sands of ___ Jima

29 Banned apple spray

47 Former editor of The New Republic

32 Homophone for "cruise"

52 Chang‘s conjoined brother

33 Malcolm X director Spike

53 It‘s of miner concern

38 Group of whales

54 Like 52—Across

39 Prefix with Disney or dollars

55 Commitment ceremony exchanges
57 Ellen network

52

Lg abed uo

DOWN

8 Not quite right

54

55

58

60

62

67

68

70

71

63

40 The "V" of RSVP
—41 Trapping morays

72

59 Seinfeld network

42 First word in a Christmas poem

60 "Get your rocks off," for one

46 A Chorus Line finale

52 Madonna‘s Golden Globe role

63 "He looks good enough to eat!"

62 Culture Club‘s front "man"

47 Battery terminals

56 Feeling the effects of an extended sex ses—

64 Norma McCorvey‘s 1973 court name

67 Colorful aquarium fish

48 Cenozoic or Mesozoic

sion

65 Iron—pumping place

68 World‘s second—largest bird

49 See 69—Across

69 With 49—Down, 52—Down composer

50 Stereotype

70 Pale

51 "Brrri"
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58 Climax
61 Lesbian—bar absentee

66 Koch and Asner

